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GOOD TIMES: Above, Kathy and Frank Betts, center, enjoy catching up on news with
friends Shirley and Jim Hannah of Wrangell-St. Elias. Below, Erin Broadbcnt of National
Mall takes care of the ANPR registration table. See complete Rendezvous coverage
beginning on page 2.

Letters
Thanks for the Memories

Task Groups
Budget and Finance
Work Life

My heartfelt thanks to the Association for
the beautiful plaque and personal regards
from Rendezvous. Be assured it will find a
place of honor in my home and evoke many
warm and fond memories of my ANPR
days.
I hope the Gorman stories told at Rendezvous made for a good time. Sorry I missed it!
I hope that not too many Rendezvous' will
pass before Jim and I are able to attend.
Until then, my thoughts are with the Association and its members.

Employee Develop,
International
Mentoring
Elections
Promotional Items
Rendezvous
Retirement
Seasonal/Temporary
Interests

More Prestigious
Board Members

Dave Kratz, John F. Kennedy NHS
Bruce McKeeman, Chief Ranger, Voyageurs
Tina Orcutt, Chief of Interpretation and Resource Management, Booker T. Washington
National Monument

Bill Halainen, DEWA
Ken Mabery, ELMA
Heather Whitman, AMIS
Sarah Craighead,
Rick Gale, WASO

Mike Caldwell. LOWE
Barry Sullivan, DEWA
Gary Pollock, GWMP
Darlene Koontz, FLETC
Guy Whitmer, INDU
Gary Moses, GLAC
Judy Chetwin, SWSO
Meg Weesner, SAGU
Kathy Jope, CCSO
Lisa Eckert, DENA

Charles Andrews, Retired
Sheila Cooke-Kayser, BOST
and Dixon Freeland, SHEN
vacant
Rick Smith, Retired
Bob Cherry, BLRI
vacant
Jeannine McElveen,DEVA
Bill Wade, SHEN
Frank Betts, Retired
vacant

Staff

Debbie Gorman
Gansevoort, N.Y.

Many people have made
ANPR successful by being
members of the board of directors, or by serving on task
forces and committees during the past 22
years. These people were inadvertently left
off the list published in the last issue of
Ranger.

Regional Reps
North Atlantic
Mid-Atlantic
National Capital
Southeast
Midwest
Rocky Mountain
Southwest
West
Pacific Northwest
Alaska

Deanne Adams. CCSO
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Make Your Views Known
Letters to the editor are
welcome. Signed letters
of 100 words or less may
be published, space permitting. Please include address and daytime phone.
Ranger reserves the right to edit letters for
grammar or length. Mail to Editor, 26 S.
Mt. Vernon Club Road, Golden, CO 80401,
or e-mail to foredit@aol.com.

Business Manager

Doug VonFeldt

Ranger
Editor
Editorial Adviser

Teresa Ford
Tony Sisto, FOVA

Professional Ranger
Interpretation
Emergency Services
Protection
Resource Mat.

Section
Tina Orcutt, BOTW
Greg Stiles, SHEN
Steve Clark, LARO
Bob Krumenaker, SHEN

ANPR Calendar
Ranger (Spring Issue)
deadline

Jan. 31, 1998

Board meeting, Seattle
Rendezvous XXII
Tucson, Ariz

April 17-19, 1998
Dec. 8-12, 1998
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This is the address ANPR President Deanne
Adams delivered to ANPR members in October
1997 at the 21st annual Ranger Rendezvous in
Fort Myers, Fla.

G

ood afternoon and welcome again
to our 21st Ranger Rendezvous.
Last year members of ANPR
gave the board direction through two mechanisms: a survey that was mailed prior to the
Rendezvous and focus groups during the
Corpus Christi gathering. We left the Rendezvous with direction to focus on four
issues for the year: term employees, housing, Web home page and the Second World
Ranger Congress. Over the course of the
year, we had the unexpected additional priority of filling the vacant business manager
position.
So how did we do?

Housing
Housing has been a long term concern of
ours. The legislation that passed wasn't perfect, but it served to get NPS thinking about
those concerns. We reviewed the NPS draft
housing policy, then met with managers to
pass on our comments. Housing continues
to be a foundation of operational support in
many parks. Our main concern and future
thrust will be to prevent the policy from
accentuating a decrease in housing over
appropriate housing.

Term Employees
I'm sure you've all seen the latest issue (Fall
1997) of Ranger magazine, with the coverage of the term employee. Our attention to
the status of terms stems from a broader
interest in all temporary employees, specifically seasonals. Term employees was a specific issue that had a window of opportunity
for action. We'll continue to talk with OPM
and Congress about legislative assistance
for those past seasonals who are now in term
positions and will not have a job once their
appointment expires in another year.
Seasonal issues are a long-term focus for
this organization. They are part of our family and we will always look at their interests.
We now have a board position that will be
able to give ANPR guidance on where to act
on future seasonal issues.

World Wide Web
The third area we wanted to focus on was
development of a World Wide Web home
page. Progress has been slow. We do have
a design being developed by a volunteer
who will also help us get established with a
host server. I hope by the Tucson Rendezvous that you all will have been using the
Web page for several months.

Second World Ranger Congress
Two weeks ago I was at the Second World
Ranger Congress in Costa Rica. Anyone
who was there will tell you it was an exceptional experience. It wouldn't have happened without ANPR. We should be proud
of what our members did. Rick Smith, Bill
Wade, Rick Gale and Barbara Goodman
deserve our thanks for representing ANPR
so well in their organization of the World
Congress.
The idea of an IRF has caught fire and is
spreading around the world. In Poland there
were over 100 participants from about 30
countries. In Costa Rica we had 244 rangers
from 41 countries. While these are rangers,
not managers, this goes beyond rangering
and speaks to protection of world treasures
and sustainability.
Early this year ANPR was invited to
testify to Congress on the future of the NPS.
One of our six points was regarding the
international park arena:
"The role of the U.S. National Park Service, as the originator of the park idea, must
be continued. Our international efforts at
providing professional planning, scientific,
and management expertise to other countries must expand. The U.S. NPS of the 21 st
century should continue to play a critical
leadership role in world environmental and
park educational programs."
I understand this may be low on priorities
for some, but as an organization we should
encourage the NPS to expand its activities in
the world environment. Although NPS has
not recently embraced strong international
activity, we can be proud that rangers have.

New Business Manager
The unexpected priority for us this year, was
the resignation of Debbie Gorman as business manager. She's going on to graduate
(continued on page 9)
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ALONG THE CALOOSAHATCHEE: AN PR
member* stayed at the Sheraton Harbor Place
Hotel along the Caloosahatchee River in Fort
Myers for Rendezvous XXL At left, ANPR
Treasurer Sarah Craighead, left, and
President Deanne Adams, partake of the
buffet during an evening reception. (Photos
by Teresa Ford)

0

unny Southwest Florida was the setting
for ANPR's Ranger Rendezvous. The
annual get-together, held Oct. 14-18,

Ranger
Rendezvous XXI
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA

1997, brought nearly 100 ANPR members to the Sheraton Harbor
Place Hotel in Fort Myers, Fla., for workshops, keynote speeches
and field trips, as well as visiting with friends and making new ones.
This 21st gathering is part of a tradition among many ANPR
members, who come on their own time and at their own expense.
The meeting again was held jointly with the Association of National
Park Maintenance Employees.
A special feature of the week—maybe a new tradition—was the
First Annual NPS Film Festival. During two evenings, attendees
viewed some of the best NPS audio-visual productions, courtesy of
the Harpers Ferry Center.
Other highlights included:
• A 10-year service plaque to outgoing ANPR Business Manager Debbie Gorman, who resigned to return to graduate school.
• The introduction of new Business Manager Doug VonFeldt
(see page 23 for profile).
In subsequent pages you can read other highlights of speeches,
workshops and meetings throughout the week. •
— Teresa Ford, Editor
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SPIRITED DISCUSSION: At left, Ranger Carl Hilts talks with visitors at
Everglades' Cull Coast Visitor Center. Below, Assistant Interior Secretary Don
Barry (center) listens to conference participants after Ins speech. (Photos by
Teresa Ford)

Rendezvous Speakers Welcome ANPR Members
NPS Southeast Regional Director Jerry Belson helped open
Rendezvous XXI by welcoming members to the Southeast Region.
He reminisced about attending his first Rendezvous as a ranger, and
remembering fondly the sharing of similar experiences with rangers. He also reminded members of ANPME in the audience that
maintenance is where he began his career.
Belson said the NPS needed to refocus on education and interpretation. It is right, he said, that the NPS should be the educator of the
country's historic events. Interpretation must be taking the lead,
"out front" with the park visitor. He thanked everyone for coming,
and introduced Wally Hibbard, Big Cypress superintendent, and
Carol Clark, DeSoto superintendent, who also welcomed the group.
Keynote speech by Col. Rock Salt, U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, on the South Florida Ecosystem
Everglades superintendent Dick Ring gave an overview of the
South Florida Ecosystem project, and introduced Col. Rock Salt,
who is on the Department of Interior interagency task force. Salt
introduced his topic with a question: What is happening that gets
Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt and Speaker of the House
Newt Gingrich "resonating on the same frequency?" The answer:
the South Florida Ecosystem project.
Salt spoke of the importance of the belief of people in "the values
of places," and the critical role the NPS plays in this by promoting
the "spiritualness" of place. This spirit must not stop at the boundaries of the park, he said, and in South Florida it does not.
The state of Florida is interested in harmonizing efforts among
RANGER: WINTER 1997-98

many different interests, and to bring together the various capabilities to solve problems, not just complain about them. To do this, we
need to have an integrated governance and broad-based partnerships, including an integrated budget, shared findings and cooperative programs that lead to mutual understandings. With a sciencebased approach to resource management and an effective public
outreach and communication program, the South Florida project
can succeed.
Salt said the project is trying to accomplish this by:
• "getting the water right," that is, to have it serve both the
natural and built environments;
•restoring natural systems and enhance them where necessary;
• transforming the built environment to be able to sustain the
economy with a vibrant society, within healthy natural processes.
Salt had this message for the NPS: If the NPS hadn't played, the
project wouldn't have gotten where it is today. It's important to look
for broader partnerships and reach beyond boundaries, no matter
where you are.
Keynote speech by Acting Assistant Secretary for Fish and
Wildlife and Parks Don Barry
A "sea change" in government has occurred for the past several
years, said Don Barry, acting Assistant Secfetary for Fish and
Wildlife and Parks. While such large change means important new
ideas, it also means that new people have to be brought up to
operating speed quickly on big issues.
This is a particularly historic time now in the Interior Depart3
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merit, Barry said, with three new land
Finally, Barry wants to put together a
management assistant secretaries. In
campaign
focusing on Fiscal Year 2000 to
Bariy promised not to be one of
addition, it's especially unusual belook at the dearth of scientists and biologists
the too-frequent political
cause maybe for the first time three
in the parks. He feels that the National
career employees are heading the
Biological Survey transition was a mess in
appointees who take for granted
Fish and Wildlife Service (Jamie
that it combined agency science and reClark), Forest Service (Mike
search into one program that made it easy
the burden that their visits place
Domback), and the National Park
for detractors to take potshots at. This reService (Bob Stanton). Barry said
sulted in deep budget cuts to science proon parks and employees.
this provides the first opportunity in ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " " i
grams. Barry said we have lost ground cona long time to have professional leadsiderably, and especially in the NPS. He
ers in the top jobs who understand the issues and can work together. hopes to help change this.
As a political appointee for the past 21 years, Barry understands
working in hard times with few resources. Thus, he said he can bring Keynote speech by Bill Chandler, National Parks and Conserempathy and understanding of what career people must do to vation Association, on "Park Legislation"
accomplish their jobs. He also said this administration has been the
Bill Chandler from NPC A once again joined the Rendezvous and
poorest in including career people in the loop. Although it hasn't gave a brief overview of the past and a future legislative picture from
happened necessarily on purpose, during changes of administra- NPCA's view. The assaults on environmental and parks programs
tions new appointees will work with whom they are comfortable are not "as frequent or as frontal," he said, but that isn't because of
with. Barry said it will be better in this second term because people a conversion in Congressional proclivities. It is still a "most dangernow know the players better.
ous Congress," he said. Money is being spent to bury pro-environHe promised not to be one of the too-frequent political appoin- mental candidates, with more than 130 members of the Congress
tees who take for granted the burden that their visits place on parks having a "zero" score on voting record on environmental issues, as
and employees. Prior to his park visits, he gives what he calls his measured by the League of Conservation Voters.
"Miranda warnings" to superintendents:
Chandler said the negative themes include a continual "gunning"
• He is there to learn and will read what you send him in advance for President Clinton, which will lead to an attack on environmental
programs; a significant response and hearing being given to the
• He isn't there to fish
"wise use" movement; anti-science trends; a belief that the NPS
• He isn't concerned about the weather.
Barry wants to become engaged in the NPS issues, and as his top can't manage parks, and that someone else, usually local agencies,
priority, he will focus on park funding problems. One way he wants can do better; and a continuing emphasis on the supremacy of state
to do this is to take a more "entrepreneurial approach" to selling the and private management over federal.
budget to Congress and the people. The NPS budget "Green Book"
He also spoke on future legislative developments, including a
may have become stagnant.
possible resolution on RS2477 rights-of-way after President Clinton
Barry also had frank words to say to the NPS. Within the vetoed an earlier damaging provision; good appropriations numadministration, the NPS is known as a "bunch of winners," Barry bers, with increases to base and construction; a National Parks
said. Most other departments see the NPS as having done pretty well Improvement Fund of $800 million being set aside from Alaska
over the past years, so they are not very sympathetic. Barry said lawsuit money, with interest being given to land management
there currently is no incentive built into the current system for agencies; continued exploration of creating new park areas where
managers to save money. How can we look at saving money, and the NPS has no direct operational role, management being given to
federally chartered trusts; some reform of the Antiquities Act which
make it reward us rather than punish us?
Barry said we must clean up the doubt about how we are reacting would require a Congressional "approval" through legislation within
to the backlog maintenance numbers, and how we are accounting for two years after a President exercised this authority to establish
the money. Stories such as the expensive outhouse at Delaware monuments; and further action on the World Heritage Act to
Water Gap cause "profound damage" to the NPS, he said. It gives weaken biosphere reserves in the world, based on the "pure fiction"
a lingering image of mismanagement, causing the accuracy of our of United Nations take-over conspiracy fears.
— Tony Sisto
estimates about our real needs to be called into question.
Fort Vancouver
Barry has heard horror stories about the Denver Service Center,
and that the NPS will be going through a needed period of introspection to see how we are handle design and construction projects, such Jim Maddy of the National Park Foundation explained his
group's efforts to channel private funds to benefit the parks. The key
as housing.
On housing, he acknowledged real problems out there. He is how to do that without compromising or commercializing the
suggested that ANPR continue to highlight housing through the parks, he said. Several major projects are under way, including
media in the local arena, to show the real problems or the real partnerships with American Airlines, Canon USA and Target Stores.
situation, and to counteract the media impression of expensively None of these projects will diminish the integrity of the Park
System, Maddy said. •
built houses generated by the Yosemite housing story.
4
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NPS Director Bob Stanton
Issues Challenge to ANPR
The American people still have confidence in the National Park
Service as the stewards of cultural, historic, recreational and natural
resources, said new NPS Director Bob Stanton.
Speaking to ANPR members at the annual Rendezvous, he urged
them to recognize their responsibility as career employees who
must reflect the best public image as ambassadors in the parks.
"You never know the impact you have on young people," Stanton
said. "You may be influencing a future young careerist who makes
a decision based on your conduct.
"You, in essence, influence the future."
Later he added, "Your behavior may attract — or turn away —
the brightest minds to the NPS."
Stanton said he is committed to improving employee development and housing in the NPS. He also pledged accountability for
T3
O money spent.
"We must make the best use of resources and convince the public
</p>
I - of that," he said. "I can't diminish the importance of this."
Lira

— Teresa Ford, Editor

ANPR Board of Directors Meet
Many issues were discussed and decisions made during meetings
of the ANPR Board of Directors. All members except five were
present at the Fort Myers Rendezvous. These are highlights:
• President Deanne Adams outlined ANPR accomplishments
since the last board meeting in June. Achievements include Senate
testimony on new area criteria, meeting with the NPS housing
program manager, the IRF World Congress in Costa Rica, discussions with NPS chief of human resources, and hiring ANPR's new
business manager.
• Adams and Treasurer Sarah Craighead earlier had reviewed
27 applications for business manager and hired Doug Von Feldt, a
CPA with a full-time job at Kansas State University as the chief
fiscal officer for their Regents Educational Communication Center.
• Bill Wade informed the board members that Parks Canada no
longer is able to pursue a joint Rendezvous in Canada in 1999.
• Craighead presented the FY '98 budget. Currently,. three
managerial grid courses, one of our larger money-making endeavors, are scheduled for this fiscal year.
• The board approved the purchase of a new membership
database (Association Information Manager). VonFeldt will proceed with obtaining this software.
• Von Feldt presented an overview of his initial impression of
ANPR. He wants to help streamline the Association and work on
a format for presentations of financial material so that the board and
the general membership can understand and review it.
• Judy Chetwin is working on creating ANPR's web page.
• The new membership brochure is available for distribution.
• Adams will pursue trademarking the ANPR logo.
• The next board meeting is scheduled for April in Seattle. A
training session is planned on conducting effective meetings and the
role of non-profit associations.
RANGER: WINTER 1997-98

MICCOSUKEE PATCHWORK DESIGNS
Sometime before 1920, the technique of creating patchwork
designs on hand-cranked sewing machines was invented in South
Florida. It isn't known exactly when or by whom among the
Miccosukee women that the art of making patchwork was invented. We do know that this art form was developed independently and was uniquely the creation of the Miccosukee speaking
Indian women of South Florida. Patchwork wasn't acquired by
the Muskogee-speaking Indian women in the Lake Okeechobee
region until later.
Seminole and Miccosukee women refer to patchwork as
"taweekaache," which means design. Patchwork is the process of
sewing pieces of solid-colored cloth together to make long rows
of designs that are thenjoined horizontally to other bands of cloth
to form the body of a garment. The first two documented
patchwork designs were both broad and bold. One design was
made of alternating broad rectangular strips of two colors of
cloth. It was given the name "Rain" when the women were
encouraged to give looks-like names to the designs. The design
resembling a sawtooth pattern was frequently sewn into clothing
and given the name "Fire" because it reminds one of leaping
flames.
I hope you enjoy the small sampling of some of the early
Miccosukee patchwork designs on this year's Rendezvous Tshirt.
— Jan Kirwan, Everglades
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Joshua Tree Superintendent Receives National Award
V ^ B I rnie Quintana has won the Stephen
p ^ M T y n g Mather Award from the Nak H I t i o n a l Parks and Conservation AsWmmmmmJi sociation. Quintana, superintendent
of Joshua Tree National Park, was recognized
for his efforts to stop the development of the
world's largest landfill just outside Joshua
Tree's boundaries.
NPC A Executive Vice President Carol Aten
presented the award at ANPR's annual Rendezvous in October in Fort Myers, Fla.
"I can think of no better individual to receive this award," Aten said in presenting
Quintana with a check for $2,500 and a framed
photograph of a Joshua tree at sunset. "Ernie
Quintana has been particularly steadfast in his
defense of park resources, using his authority
as superintendent to play a visible and influential role in opposing the Eagle Mountain Landfill at every step in the process."
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o
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Despite pressure from Park Service offiMATHER AWARD: Ernie Quintana, center, superintendent of Joshua Tree National Park,
receives the Mather Award. At left is Carol Aten of the National Parks and Conservation
cials in Washington to support the landfill,
Association, the award's sponsor, and NT'S Director Bob Stanton.
Quintana refused and potentially risked his
career.
The proposed waste dump, which would accept up to 20,000 tons
"His consistent and strong testimony at every single public
hearing not only galvanized local citizens, but has undermined the of garbage a day for nearly 100 years, poses serious threats to the
developer's efforts to portray their Washington connections as Park park's air quality, its pristine desert ecosystem, and its congressionally designated wilderness areas, which adjoin the site. On his own
Service support for the landfill project," Aten said.
initiative, Quintana pulled together a panel of the country' s leading
academics in the field of ecosystem dynamics to prepare four-hour
ANPR Nominations for New Board Positions
videotape chronicling the devastating environmental impacts that
Nominations were accepted for the newly organized board
could occur if the landfill project moves forward. The information
positions. Ballots were sent by first-class mail in early Decemgathered from the panel has provided valuable scientific validation
ber 1997. The Spring Ranger will provide election results.
of the long-term threats posed by the project.
President-Elect — Cindy Ott-Jones
Treasurer — Sarah Craighead
Board Member for Education and Training — Lisa Eckert
Board Member for Fund Raising — Rick Jones
Board Member for Internal Communications — Dan Moses.
Dawn O'Sickey. Bob Panko
Board Member for Membership Services — Mike Caldwell.
Kathy Clossin
Board Member for Professional Issues — Jan Kirwan, Barry
Sullivan
Board Member for Seasonal Perspectives — Melanie Berg, William Merrill, Karen White, Kathy Williams
Board Member for Special Concerns — John Piltzecker, Steve
Shackclton
Board Member for Strategic Planning — Gary Pollock
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The NPCA is the nation's only private, nonprofit citizen organization dedicated solely to preserving, protecting and enhancing the
National Park System. It was founded in 1919 and today has nearly
500,000 members.
The Mather award is named after the first director of the NPS. It
recognizes individuals who have demonstrated initiative and resourcefulness in promoting environmental principles and protecting the natural resources of a park in a situation where others have
hesitated.

Missing ANPR Members
ANPR has lost touch with the following people.
If you know their w hereabouts, please send the
information to ANPR, P.O. Box 108, Lamed,
KS 67550-0108.
Hal Greenlee
Sean McGuinness
Lori Tussey

Gettysburg, PA
Barstow, CA
Cincinnati, OH
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Rendezvous Workshops
Integrated Pest Management/
Cave Management
WASO resource managers Carol DiSalvo and Ron Kerbo shared
their interests and passions with Rendezvous attendees. DiSalvo
defined, "What is a pest?" — something interfering with your
management obj ective. She tested us: are fleas in a prairie dog town
pests? (No, fleas are an important part of that natural system.) What
about fleas in an NPS campground? (Yes, there is a potential health
issue for bubonic plague).
Integrated Pest Management (IPM) was implemented in 1979
from a presidential memorandum issue by President Carter. IPM
incorporates the best management practices for short- and longterm pest management on a case-by-case basis. Prior to 1979,
pesticides were applied on a preventive basis — with no prior
assessment or verification of the problem. In fact, up to 250,000
pounds of active ingredients a year were applied Servicewide with
no monitoring. With IPM, resource managers now identify the pest,
understand its biology, and then implement a management plan.
Pesticide use has decreased to 40,000 pounds a year, and the
resources are under better management.
Pesticides are one option of many management tools and often
the last to be considered. IPM strategies include habitat modification, cultural controls (mulching or adjusting mowing height),
biological controls, plant selection, mechanical controls, andsometimes pesticides. If pesticides are determined to be a necessary
component of an IPM plan, the lowest risk, most target-specific
product is selected.
When you phone DiSalvo about a six-legged invertebrate pest,
she will first research the biology of the pest. You can't make a best
guess, you need to intervene at a certain level (often the best time
to treat insects is during a weak spot in their development, such as
a specific larval stage). DiSalvo reminded us that we need to learn
to live with certain damage — there is no such thing as total
eradication. Acceptable damage thresholds are set on a case-bycase basis during the IPM process.
Attendees then toured specific parks and their perceived pests
via a slide show. DiSalvo said there should be no more Band-Aid
approaches. Exotic vegetation is our No. 1 problem and we are
losing a part of our natural and cultural heritage. Record-keeping
and sharing information is of utmost importance.
NPS historically has had the best federal IPM program nationwide due to field employees documenting and submitting IPM
efforts including pesticide use logs. We can keep NPS in the
forefront by efficiently using the PUPS (pesticide use proposal)
software program and ensuring submittal to your park IPM coordinator. You can make a difference!
Kerbo introduced his area of expertise by defining what he says
he does — caving, with spelunking. Spelunk is the sound when
someone hits the bottom of a cave. Kerbo's bumper sticker reads,
"Cavers rescue spelunkers."
In the past, NPS focused on protecting visitors in caves. Today,
that emphasis has shifted more toward resource protection. Caves
RANGER: WINTER 1997-98

and water go hand-in-hand. Twenty-two percent of all U.S. drinking
water comes from karstified rock (an area of irregular limestone in
which erosion has produced fissures, sinkholes, underground streams
and caverns). Water in a cave situated underneath an agricultural
area carries pesticide residue. Oil and gas drilling may threaten
caves.
When Kerbo overhears someone say, "Seen one cave, seen 'em
all," he smiles and thinks that may be true if you never turn on your
light! Like many of our parks, early caving focused solely on
recreation. Today, hopefully, even more emphasis will be placed on
research. Like Yellowstone's hot springs, a cancer cure search is
ongoing in the pools of Carlsbad's Lechuguilla Cave.
— Lisa Eckert
Denali

GPRA: In Field/Next Steps
Heather Huyck provided an update on the GPRA process. The
final Strategic Plan was completed Sept. 30, 1997. Every NPS
employee will get the plan in December or January. It can also be
reached on the Internet at www.nps.gov or at the NPS Home Page
at InfoZone, Park Planning. The Strategic Plan will be the third
document. You will need to download Adobe Acrobat in order to
read it. "GPRA on the Go" is available on the Strategic Planning
Bulletin Board and printed copies are also available. NPS is the only
federal agency with a field approach to GPRA.
Huyck said the Strategic Plan is the foundation of the GPRA
process; the annual work plan builds upon that. We are trying to
measure results not effort or outcomes not output. We are also
linking dollars and goals. The Strategic Planning Office will be
revising the GPRA field guide.
Gary Machlis from the University of Idaho is preparing a special
survey to measure visitor satisfaction but his office can only handle
about 100 parks a year. Other means of gathering the data is being
discussed such as preparing set questions and allowing parks to
administer them. GPRA is ongoing, the plans must be updated every
three years. AS NPS manager we will be expected to manage
according to our GPRA documents.
— Sarah Craighead
Washita NM

Personal Finance Q&A
The tax bill passed by Congress last summer probably affects
how you should manage your finances. Frank and Kathy Betts have
prepared a summary of the law (see page 18). They conducted two
workshops to discuss its provisions and answer other questions
about personal finances.
Some of the key points included:
>- The tax law provides several new ways to save for college,
new options for Individual Retirement Accounts, and changes to
capital gains tax, including gains from the sale of a home. Refer to
the Betts' article for a summary.
>• Everyone should be fully invested in the government's Thrift
Savings Plan (TSP). That means 5 percent for CSRS employees and
10 percent for FERS employees.
7
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Using Interpretive Competencies
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STRIKING THE JACKPOT: Barry Sullivan of Delaware Gap plays the
odds with hundreds of raffle tickets.

• The TSP's C Fund (investing in an index of common stocks)
provides the most growth potential for money set aside for retirement. When TSP offers international and small company stock
funds in the future, employees should consider splitting half of their
contributions between these two funds, with the other half remaining in the C Fund.
• Try to save 15 percent of your take-home pay, and save for
more than just your retirement. Everyone should have savings for
emergency short-term cash needs, medium-term needs like college
or a down payment on a house, and long-term needs like retirement.
• Dollar-cost averaging, investing small amounts regularly, is a
very safe way to invest, especially in a volatile market with large
price swings. When stock prices fall, it's like a store having a sale.
Your money buys more shares, which then have more potential to
grow when stock prices rebound.
• Term life insurance is the best product for many people. It
provides flexibility, which allows you to buy lots of insurance when
you are young and need it to provide for dependents, and less
insurance as you age and have fewer financial responsibilities.
You can learn more about managing your finances by subscribing to magazines such as Money, Bottom Line, Kiplingers, Better
Investing and my favorite, Worth.
— Meg Weesner
Saguaro
8

How many of you reading this really understand what' s meant by
the term "competencies" in the context of Ranger Careers? If you' re
not sure, or wanted to know more, this workshop, presented by Dave
Dahlen, NPS training manager for interpretation and education, was
the place to be. The workshop focused on the rethinking of NPS
employee development strategies, particularly as applied to the
interpretive side of the Ranger Careers program, but with applicability to other ranger disciplines as well.
Dahlen explained that the concept of competencies serves as the
organizational foundation for career development within the Ranger
Careers program. While competency based strategies are being
developed by training managers and employees for almost all
disciplines found in the NPS, outside of the 025 series the process
may look very different from what is evolving in interpretation for
Ranger Careers.
Competencies are results oriented and are intended to take the
place of simply going to training. Since they serve as the foundation
for employee development, the program calls for all new Ranger
Careers interpreters hired after Jan. 1, 1996, to demonstrate their
competency in each of eleven areas as they progress from the GS5 trainee level to the GS-9 full performance level. For example,
before advancing to the GS-7 level, an employee must be able to
demonstrate competency in informal interpretation, interpretive
talks, and visitor needs and characteristics. Because the park ranger
occupation, regardless of whichever specific discipline an employee is in, is resource based and education oriented, the GS-5
level competencies are prescribed for all new rangers, not just
interpreters.
Employees and their supervisors will need to work as partners in
order to develop a strategy for developing the knowledge, skills,
and abilities needed to demonstrate each of the eleven competencies. It's important to note that there is no one set way of doing this.
Competency preparation may be gained through formal NPS training courses, outside study, personal development, coaching and
counseling, or almost any other way. Each of the competencies are
backed up by a curriculum, or module, which explains what the
competency is, what the standards are, how to prepare a submittal
and more.
Once an employee and their supervisor feel that the employee is
prepared, based on the assessment tools provided in the Interpretive
Development Program, they may prepare a tape or other documentation to submit to the interpretive training manager. At least two
specially trained "certifiers" (interpreters who have no vested
interest in the outcome), will review the tape and a determine
whether the employee has demonstrated competency. There is no
limitation on how many times an employee may try to demonstrate
the competency in order to pass.
The first three competencies, those required at the GS-5 level,
were released last winter. Dahlen explained that the next group,
probably to become known as "Bundle 2," is basically complete and
should be released shortly.
The workshop generated a fair bit of discussion among the
participants, and there was some concern as to how well the program
is being implemented Servicewide. Dahlen noted that it appears that
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some parks have embraced the competencies wholeheartedly, making a real effort to get all interpreters, not j ust those hired since 1996,
to demonstrate the competencies, while others have not done so
much. Dahlen said one of the keys to the interpretive program will
be in getting consistent application throughout the NPS. Another
key will be to obtain funding for field training in the program for
supervisors.
The workshop provided an informative and enlightening overview of the Interpretive Development Program and the use of
competencies in managing employee development.
— Gary Pollock
George Washington Memorial Parkway

The State of NPS Training
Improved training? Career competencies? Training needs analysis? Outcome-based learning? We've heard some of these terms
before, but what makes this round of improvement to our training
system different from previous efforts?
Four of the 18 NPS training managers provided an overview of
the new Employee Development and Training Strategy. There is a
training manager for each of 18 career fields - e.g., Chuck Anibal for
Visitor Use Management, Steve Hastings for Maintenance, Tom
Cherry for Visitor/Resource Protection and Betty Browning for
Universal Essential Competencies.
According to these training managers, this program is more
comprehensive than any past ones. It considers an employee's
entire career, it looks at 18 career fields in our agency, and it is
linked to the competencies that are essential for us to do our jobs.
Its goal is to do more than just conduct training; it seeks to improve
each employee's ability to apply new skills on the job.
Career Planning and Training Kits were distributed a few months
ago, with one kit for every 10 employees. Information about training
can also be downloaded from the NPS web site and is available on
The Learning Place bulletin board on cc:Mail. If you do not receive
that bulletin board, you can ask your hub coordinator to include you.
Each training manager is conducting a needs assessment and
developing a core curriculum for his/her career field. A university
is assisting with a "gap" analysis, which will identify the competencies that are most important and the areas in which employees feel
they have the greatest shortcomings. Surveys will be sent to a
sample of employees, and everyone who receives a survey is
encouraged to respond so that the results will be reliable.
A limitation of the new strategy is that there aren't enough funds
to conduct as many courses as should be made available. The NPS
devotes 1 percent of its budget to training; private industry averages
4 to 5 percent. Training managers hope to increase funds devoted to
training in future years. They also expect course offerings to use
more local instruction and technology-based delivery systems, like
video and satellite links, to improve the cost-effectiveness of
training.
Employees and supervisors should use the Career Planning and
Training Kits to review knowledges and skills required for specific
career paths. Then they can jointly plan for improving employee
performance through enhanced career development opportunities.
— Meg Weesner
Saguaro
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President's
Message
(continuedfrom page 1)

school and we wish her
well. After 10 years with
one person, looking for a replacement manager took a serious search.
Last month we hired Doug VonFeldt, a CP A
with an excellent background in working with
non-profits. (See profile on page 23.)

Future Initiatives
Those are our accomplishments for the past year. The issues
are not complete and we will continue working on most of them
over the next few years. Let's look to 1998 — what else will we
be doing?
I believe once our new board positions arefilledyou will see
a new level of accomplishments from ANPR.
For past several years we have recognized that we need
major fund-raising activities to allow us to accomplish our
goals. The board member focused on fund raising will help us
work with partners, such as the National Park Foundation, in
forming our strategy and taking our first steps.
Our education efforts continue to be successful, through our
offerings of Managerial Grid. Four courses were offered last
fiscal year. The new education board position will look at what
other niche ANPR can fill in NPS training
As you will hear in reports later this week, we continue to
have a declining membership. I believe some ofthat is because
of a lack of "care and feeding" by the board and I believe the
board member for membership services will help the Association stabilize the numbers and within a couple years put
membership on the increase again. You can help stabilize starting this week. We have new membership brochures. Pick one
up and recruit a new member when you get home next week.
Everyone in this room is responsible for member recruitment.
Recruit one person before Christmas.
Can some of the decline be from lack of interest in the issues
we are dealing with?
Where are the issues? We look to you to help tell us what
we should be working on. Later this week we'll try using the
open space concept, where you take charge and tell us what's
on your mind.
This will be a cozy Rendezvous. The World Ranger Congress in Costa Rica probably diverted 20-30 regular Rendezvous attendees who had to choose between the two events. This
Rendezvous, nevertheless, will be critical to our Association as
we nominate new board members and give direction to what
that board will accomplish in the next year. I'm eager to work
with the new positions and am enthused by the number of
younger members who are interested in running this year. •
9
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COSTA RICA: Above, rangers tour Poas Volcano National Park during the
International Ranger Federation's Second World Congress. Right, Salvador Vguido
of Argentina, Ava Cavaco of Portugal and Jose Luis Coinita of Argentina. (Photos
by Tony Sisto, ANPR)

Report from IRF's Second World Congress
By Bill Halainen
Delaware Water Gap
n extraordinarily diverse and dedicated group of more than 200 rangers from 41 nations on six continents attended the International Ranger
Federation's Second World Congress at the
Cariari Hotel in San Jose, Costa Rica.
During six days of workshops, general
meetings, field trips and social activities in
September 1997, rangers from parks around
the globe engaged in animated discussions
about the problems facing our profession
and the parks we protect. They hailed from
many countries — from Panama to Portugal, Belize to Botswana, Nicaragua to Northern Ireland, Argentina to Australia.
As was the case at the congress in
Zakopane, Poland, in 1995, these problems
proved to be remarkably similar. Whether a
guardaparque from Peru, a countryside
ranger from Scotland, or a vigilanta from
Portugal, it was more likely than not you
could find things in common in conversations with your peers from other countries.
Among the issues were insufficient funding,

A
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encroachments, political interference, endangered species, poaching and impacts
from high visitation.
But it was also likely you would find one
positive element in every discussion — the
uniqueness of the area where you worked.
Collectively, the rangers of the world protect the last vestiges of its once spectacular
natural diversity, and the delegates to the
congress invariably spoke with pride and
passion about the places in which they
worked, often providing illustration through
evening slide shows, videos, posters, and,
for the host Costa Ricans, trips to the sites
themselves. It was particularly appropriate
that the congress was held in one of the
richest natural areas in the world.
Although Costa Rica has only .01 percent of the earth's total surface area, it is
home to approximately 5 percent of the
world's total species—an estimated 350,000
species of arthropods, about 10,000 species
of terrestrial plants (1,500 of them orchids),
850 species of birds, 218 species of reptiles,
160 species of amphibians, and another 160
species of freshwater fishes. These live in a

dozen life zones and 56 discrete climates.
A country with such extraordinary biological variety should have a significant
percentage of its lands protected as natural
areas, and Costa Rica, in fact, has a remarkable quarter or more of its countryside under
such forms of protection.

Opening of the Congress
The beauty and lushness of the land was
matched by the graciousness of the hosts.
Beginning with first greetings at the airport
by members of AGUA, the Costa Rican
ranger association, delegates to the congress were received with hospitality and
friendliness. The arrivals occurred over several days, and included some impressive
journeys, such as several flights from Africa
that required nearly 24 consecutive hours in
airliners. AGUA rangers met virtually all
incoming flights and escorted delegates
through customs and to the Hotel Cariari.
The hotel in many ways captured the
biodiversity of the land. The central registration and meeting areas were flanked by
wings that consisted of rows of rooms sepaRANGER: WINTER 1997-98
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At left, Miguel Solano helps translates the sessions. Below, left to right are rangers
sponsored by ANPR: Mario Silva of Columbia, Calin Georgescu of Romania, Catalino
Castrelon of Panama, Jose Roibal of Uruguay and David Aranibar of Peru. (Photos by
Tony Sisto, ANPR)

rated from a central covered walkway,
thereby allowing sun and rain on the tropical
plants filling the adjacent gardens. Walking
to your room during the regular afternoon
showers was akin to a stroll through a rain
forest, replete with floral scents and the
sounds of dripping rain and myriad birds.
Rangers met in and about the hotel lobby
toward the afternoon of the opening day, but
it wasn't possible to get a sense of numbers
until the flag ceremony which, as at
Zakopane, opened the congress. Delegates
gathered slowly in front of the hotel. Most
were in what seems to be a standard, worldwide ranger off-duty "uniform," what might
be called "ranger motley" — rag socks,
running shoes or hiking boots, faded shorts
or hiking pants, high-tech outerwear, and
the inevitable ball caps, floppy hats and
other head gear. A few wore uniforms, including the splendid and ever-popular Saudi
ranger burnoose.
IRF chairman Gordon Miller said a few
words, and the green and blue yin-yang of
the IRF flag was raised to a pole on the
gateway over the hotel's entrance. It was the
centerpiece of a scene that included the rich
greens of surrounding tropical trees, the
brilliant oranges and pinks and myriad other
RANGER: WINTER 1997-98

colors of flowers, the dark greens and blues from around the world set the tone for the
of the surrounding volcanic mountains, and coming week of dialogue and camaraderie.
the grays and whites of the tiers of clouds
over San Jose.
Formal Sessions
This opening ceremony was followed by
The official opening of the congress oca dinner/potlach in which native Costa Rican curred the next morning in the hotel's main
foods provided by the hotel were augmented meeting room. The international flavor of
by indigenous food and/or drink brought the gathering was underscored by the flags
and shared by the delegates. More than 200 flanking the podium, which acknowledged
people gathered on a covered patio and many of the nations represented at the conworked through the offerings, simulta- gress, by the several languages heard around
neously engaging in spirited and energetic the room, and by the uniforms of a dozen or
discussions with new friends from other more national ranger organizations. The latnations. It was networking at its best, par- ter attracted particular attention, as rangers
ticularly among the Latin American nations. eyed each other's uniforms with both proThere were delegates from virtually ev- fessional and acquisitive interest (many uniery country in Central and South America form components were swapped during the
and it was the first time that rangers from week, and by the weekend it wasn't unusual
across the continent had ever had a chance to to see rangers wearing components of two or
get together in such numbers. It was appar- three other national organizations).
ent that many connections made that evening
Thefirstorder of business was picking up
would last a lifetime.
a receiver and headset for translation purAs one person said, "Even if this was the poses. Spanish and English were offered;
only event at the congress, it would be worth both, in fact, served as official languages
the time and effort to get here."
during the week. Although the professional
The evening closed with a slide show and translators sometimes stumbled over speprogram on the Zakopane congress given by cialized terminology, they did an admirable
ANPR's Mark HerbergerofBig Bend. Rec- job in keeping up with the often voluble
ollections of that first gathering of rangers speakers.
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A series of keynote speeches, panel discussions, workshops and group discussions
were presented on the themes of the week—
sustainable development and its impacts on
parks and protected areas, ecotourism, constituency and partnership building, ranger
training and development, and the organization and direction of IRF in coming years. A
few highlights are included below.
• Luis Rojas, director of SINAC, the
Costa Rican national parks agency, gave
a strong tribute to rangers who work to
protect parks, then asked that everyone
present stand, link hands and observe a
moment of silence in honor of the several
Costa Rican, United States and other rangers who had died in the line of duty during
the previous year.
• Dr. Carlos Rivas spoke with passion
about the struggle of salvaging El Salvador's
protected lands after the devastation of years
of civil war.
>• Luis Rojas gave a slide presentation
on the spectacular diversity and beauty of
Costa Rican parks with a list of problems:
poaching (survival, commercial and sport
hunting), illegal harvesting of plants, massive tourism, private lands within protected
areas, encroachments, and lack of resources
(equipment, money and rangers). He stressed
that Central America has gone through a
"period of wars and deterioration" and that
rangers from nations throughout the area
must work together.
• Argentinean ranger Adriana
Ferrante and her colleagues, summarizing
a workshop on sustainable development,
spoke about the need to resolve numerous
problems — insufficient funding, insufficient ranger training, insufficient enforcement of regulations to protect parks — and
concluded that if parks "continue to be islands, we will all disappear."
• IUCN's Juan Carlos Godoy, after
talking about the extraordinary growth of
protected areas in Meso-America (from 25
in 1969 to 411 now), stressed that nations
are receiving grants, but rangers need to
press to assure that money gets to the field.
• Chris Styles, John Forrest and
Fraser Smith gave a disturbing workshop
on the rapid destruction of wildlife in Africa, particularly the death of rangers trying
to protect wildlife in nations throughout the
continent. They told about the massacre of
white rhinos and other big game animals by
12

professional poachers in Garamba National
Park in the Republic of Congo. Forrest reported that rangers aren't just engaged in
anti-poaching operations in many places,
but are actually in shooting wars.
• Anna Baez, president of a tourism
organization, gave an articulate presentation on the benefits of ecotourism, but equally
thoughtful warnings about the dangers, particularly the impacts of increased visitation
to fragile areas.
• Minister of Environment and Energy Rene Castro, in the concluding presentation of the week, outlined Costa Rica's
innovative idea of selling oxygen produced
by the country's forests to polluting nations
who must meet international standards,
thereby adding a strong economic justification to parks and protected areas.
The full text of as many presentations and
workshop summaries as can be gathered
will appear in the congress proceedings,
which IRF hopes to issue later this winter.

Social Activities and Field Trips
Meetings and workshops comprised only
part of each day, which began for some with
bird watching in the pre-dawn hours and
continued for others with exuberant dancing
into the late hours of the night. In between
were opportunities for socializing. There
were, to name a few, the breakfast and lunch
buffets, coffee breaks in the morning and
afternoon (and what coffee!), extended
evening dinners at the hotel, forays to bars,
restaurants and stores in San Jose, slide
shows and video presentations on national
parks and protected areas from around the
world, and marathon trading sessions (where
everything from uniform components to pins
and posters were swapped in a truly international bazaar).
Although language was sometimes a problem, a solution was almost always found.
Typical was an evening slide show given in
Russian, then translated from Russian to
Spanish by a ranger familiar with both languages, then simultaneously interpreted into
English for non-Spanish speakers. On other
occasions, rangers dusted off language skills
not used since college to struggle through
conversations. Some went very slowly.
One ranger who spoke no Spanish and
only a little English summed up what was an
experience for many — it can be exhausting
to speak and listen so carefully for an entire

day. But it was a testament to him and to the
several other rangers who weren't fluent in
either language that they both attended and
worked hard to keep up with the presentations.
The undisputed high points for many
were Saturday's field trips to several nearby
national parks and protected areas — Parque
Nacional Volcan Poas, Parque Nacional
Braulio Carillo, Parque Nacional Volcan
Irazu, Parque Nacional Tapanti and others.
The nation's great biodiversity was evident
in its ragged mountains and volcanos, its
luxuriant forests and its many species. It was
common to have a spectacularly beautiful
bird appear, then find that none of the two
dozen rangers in a particular group had any
idea of either its species or genus. That
experience occurred repeatedly. It was fortunate that each group was guided by both a
Costa Rican ranger and a guide from one of
the travel services, most of whom appeared
to have backgrounds in natural sciences.
The congress ended with a closing banquet. The evening began with a parade featuring a band and costumed dancers wearing
huge painted head pieces. They led a line of
dancing rangers through the hall. After a few
awards and presentations, the evening —
and the congress — concluded with a slide
show by Arrie Schreiber of South Africa on
Kruger National Park, site of the next world
congress in either 1999 or 2000.
For some delegates, the banquet marked
the end of a great week. Others went to work
side by side with Costa Rican rangers for a
few days, or to raft Whitewater rivers, or to
visit other parks. Their reports upon returning were similar: "What gracious people;
what an incredible country!"

IRF Business
A portion of the congress was given over
to IRF business. The federation's board,
which consists of four officers and representatives from each continent, met several
times; they also met for voting purposes
with the president or representative from
each of the national associations attending
the congress, as enough were present to
constitute a quorum.
Although the meetings were necessarily
brief and also constrained by language problems, much ground was covered, partly because the participants had expertise came
from working with their own national assoRANGER: WINTER 1997-98
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Republic of Congo, will soon cease to exist
as conservation areas, unless effective action is taken soon. Some 10,000 elephant
and 24,000 buffalo will probably be shot
within the next 12 months, amongst numerous other species. Unless effective antipoaching operations are commenced before
the end of December 1997, the remaining
northern white rhino, the last in Africa, will
be reduced to what could be an unsustainable level, if not extinction.
Many national parks in African countries
have had most species of game poached to a
level of non-sustainability, i.e. these parks
O
exist in name only. Angola, for example, has
>> some of Africa's largest parks; however,
c
o
H
many of these areas do not even enjoy the
DANCING THE NIGHT AWAY: Costa Ricans in full costume dance at the closing night event.
presence of a ranger. Hence, animal numbers have decreased dramatically and localciations, partly because a hallmark of the Declaration and Resolution
ranger profession is getting business done
The congress culminated with the issu- ized extinctions have occurred. The potenwith dispatch and the minimum of bureau- ance of two important documents — a reso- tial for much-needed revenue from
cratic process. As chairman Gordon Miller lution and a declaration. The former was ecotourism is already lost.
A similar situation exists in Mozambique.
noted, where else could you find representa- introduced by the Game Rangers Associatives from 20 nations able to sit down and tion of Africa; the latter was prepared as a Here, though, with the large proposed transagree to fundamental matters of organiza- statement summarizing the important points frontier parks with South Africa and Zimbation and constitution in the space of an hour? made during the week regarding sustainable bwe, it is hoped that the situation can be
Members agreed to these items:
tourism. Both were unanimously endorsed rectified, combined with an injection of game
animals from South Africa and Zimbabwe.
• Complete and adopt a draft three-year by delegates. The text of each follows:
development plan that will focus on increasThe following plan of action is suggested:
ing membership, strengthening the organi- Establishment of a United Nations
• The GRA has among its membership
zation, improving finances, increasing pub- Wildlife Protection Unit
licity, marketing IRF products and increasThe International Ranger Federation some of the best anti-poaching and consering partnerships among member associa- (IRF) and its affiliate, the Game Rangers vation expertise on the African continent.
tions ("twinning").
• The GRA has the ability to draw the
Association of Africa (GRA), have become
• Adopt by-laws, developed by Mike extremely concerned at the increasing and necessary personnel to address the
Lynch of the California State Park Rangers indiscriminate destruction of wildlife (in- problem(s) at hand from the pool of rangers
Association, that contain both statutes and cluding endangered species) in many coun- throughout Africa.
• The GRA believes that, if this expertries on the African continent. For what are
standing rules for the organization.
>• Seek funding for either a full-time or often very good reasons, governments are tise is correctly used, there is still a chance
part-time officer to manage IRF business no longer in a position to stem this slaughter, of reversing the situation in areas like
(an interim arrangement appears possible which more often than not is being carried Garamba. Practically, this is possible; howwhereby IRF will be able to hire an officer out by large groups of well-organized, well- ever, politically such an initiative is exfull-time for six months, largely to get the trained and heavily-armed poachers, many tremely difficult.
with military backgrounds, who can and do
federation on its feet).
• After much consideration and consul>• Continue work on a code of ranger move great distances from neighbouring tation with the GRA, the IRF believes that a
ethics, to be completed within the coming countries to cany out what in fact are com- wildlife protection unit should be formed by
mercial poaching operations.
the UN as a part of its operations worldyear.
• Hold a council election within the next
Rangers, under-trained, under-equipped wide, with specific reference to Africa at
six months.
and often lacking effective leadership and present.
This unit should be comprised of selected
• Determine a date for and begin work backing, have in many instances become
on the Third World Congress in Kruger NP demoralized and intimidated. They are no professional rangers from the countries conand seek hosts for the Fourth World Con- longer a deterrent. It appears that in Africa, cerned, who would be used to:
• Assist governments to reduce the level
gress three years thereafter.
at least, we are entering an era of slaughter
of uncontrolled commercial poaching in
of wildlife unprecedented in this century.
Additional details will appear in a future
Even World Heritage sites, such as the threatened conservation areas.
issue of Ranger. •
• Train rangers employed by those govGaramba National Park in the Democratic
F2
CO
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ernments, using accepted training techniques, as developed by internationally accepted conservation bodies like the GRA.
• Conduct regular re-training, as required, in the interests of ensuring the
sustainability of field efficiency and standards.
• This should be carried out with the
cooperation and assistance of relevant ranger
associations.

San Jose Declaration
We, the delegates here assembled in
San Jose, Costa Rica, at the Second International Ranger Federation Congress, representing rangers from 41 nations on six
continents, do hereby declare our commitment to the following principles regarding
the practice and application of sustainable
development in the world's parks and protected areas:
That the world's parks and protected
areas represent the last vestiges of our
common natural and cultural heritage, and,
as such, are unique, invaluable and irreplaceable;
That, as principal guardians of the these
areas, we are uniquely positioned and qualified to implement, evaluate and advise on
the effectiveness of sustainable development;
That sustainable development-that is,
the practice of satisfying the needs of the
present without compromising the legacy
of the future - can be an effective tool, if
properly utilized, for simultaneously protecting the world's natural and cultural
heritage and accommodating the needs of
indigenous and other peoples living in and
around parks and protected areas;
That sustainable development also provides an effective tool for increasing public support for parks and protected areas,
critical to the future protection of these
often fragile areas;
That it is nonetheless of paramount importance to assure that the integrity of
parks and protected areas are not compromised by improper application of sustainable practices, as these areas represent a
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This will ensure the integration of local
people around the management and protection of their natural resource. Moreover,
through maintaining the ecological integrity
of these areas, high revenue generating processes like ecotourism can be developed to
provide socio-economic uplift around these
areas.
It is inconceivable that the nations of this
earth can sit back and allow this tragedy in
the making to proceed to its inevitable end.

tiny and diminishing fraction ofthe world's
natural and cultural heritage;
That the practice of sustainable development should not negatively affect
biodiversity and ecological integrity of
parks and protected areas, nor be applied
to wilderness or highly protected areas,
nor compromise the mission and purpose
of any park or protected area or portion
thereof;
That the practice of sustainable development should not be employed as a subterfuge to open parks and protected areas
to special interests, private orpublic, which
seek to capitalize on their resources for
financial, political or other advantages not
in the public interest;
That the practice of sustainable development should not be employed as a means
for replacing rangers and other park professionals, who have the requisite conservation ethic and work in the public interest
to protect the public's heritage, with private entities, who lack a similar ethic and
mandate;
That there should be no further loss of
protected lands, whether through the improper application of sustainable practices
or other causes, as they represent the barest minimum appropriate to the preservation of the world's imperiled natural and
cultural diversity; and
That, rather, a concerted effort should
be made to expand the number, size and
variety of parks and protected lands, to
strengthen and expand the ranger profession, to protect natural and cultural resources, and to foster a conservation ethic
worldwide.

Given the above, the IRF thus recommends
to this congress that:
A resolution be passed, requesting U.N.
assistance to develop a U.N. wildlife protection unit, and that the IRF create a
council to follow up and assist in the
forming of this unit.

Credits
The congress could not have proceeded
without the support of a number of organizations and dedicated individuals.
The following groups paid for all or part
of the registration and/or travel costs for
delegates to the congress:
UNESCO World Heritage Fund (U.N.) Fifteen delegates: One each from Zaire,
Tanzania and Panama; two each from Ecuador, Costa Rica and Mexico; and three each
from Portugal and Argentina. World Heritage also funded the costs for two speakers.
Federation of Nature and National Parks
of Europe (Europe) - Twelve delegates:
One each from Colombia, Philippines and
Nicaragua; two each from Peru and Italy;
five from Spain.
Scottish Natural Heritage (Scotland) Eleven delegates: One from Poland, two
from Slovakia, eight from Scotland.
Association of National Park Rangers
(U.S.) - Five delegates: One each from Romania, Colombia, Russia, Panama and Peru.
California State Park Rangers Association (U.S.) - Three delegates: One from
Latvia and two from Chile.
National Parks and Conservation Association (U.S.) - Two delegates: Both from
Uruguay.
Chemonics - Two delegates from Botswana.
Southwest Parks and Monuments Association (U.S.) - One delegate from South
Africa.
FUNDECOR (Costa Rica) - The Costa
Rican organization paid the costs for a number of Costa Rican rangers.
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ANPR Shines in Costa Rica
Many people made the members to support Latin American ranger
World Conress a success, but scholarships. Can't believe the dedication
four ANPR memers were indis- of our members! . . .
pensable to organizing the event.
Rick Smith served as the lead
"April 15, 1997 — Registrations just
organizer for both IRF and trickling in. At this rate we'll be lucky to
ANPR in setting up the Con- have 75 delegates . . .
gress. He served as prime mover,
master of ceremonies and house
"Sept. 15 — I'm beginning to worry
Spanish-English translator in about the numbers for the field trip. Here a
innumerable meetings and dis- couple months ago I was worried about two
cussions. He was ably assisted few people. Now we may be exceeding the
by Rick Gale, Barbara Goodman carrying capacity at some of the parks. ..
and Bill Wade from ANPR.
Smith writes, in excerpts
" Sept. 21 — Looks as if we might have
from his journals during plan- more than 215 delegates. If we pull this off,
ning for the conference:
it will be one of the proudest moments for
"Aug. 10, 1996 — First ANPR. . .
congress organizing trip to Costa
Rica. Need to start negotiating "Well, ANPR did pull it off. With the able
prices and services . . .
assistance of oru Costa Rican colleagues,
we managed to plan, organize and deliver a
"Sept. 15 —Finished the congress in which we can all take pride,
o
«5
text of the congress brochure. those of us who were lucky enough to be
CO
>.
c
Translated it to Spanish. Some- there, will never forget the professional felo
H
one from Latin American might lowship we experienced with rangers from
IRF Congress attendees arc left to right, Juan Carlos
other parts of the world. Sure, it was touch to
be able to read it now . . .
Gatnberotta of Uruguay, Abdul Raman Khja and
communicate from time to time, but rangers
Abdulaziz Al Fawaz of Saudi Arabia.
"Oct. 15 — Gale raises will always find a way to communicate. And
about $3,500 during the Ren- ANPR will always enough volunteers to get
dezvous [in Corpus Christi] from ANPR something done."
Marjorie Merriweather Post Foundation
(U.S.) - Contribution of $7,500 for general
congress and delegate support.
R&R Uniforms (U.S.) - Contribution of
$2,500 for general congress and delegate
support.
Other public and private organizations,
too numerous to list here, also contributed
various sums to individual delegates.
IRF extends its warmest thanks to all
these organizations and people for their
contributions to an extraordinarily successful congress. •

Support the organization
that works for YOU!
Join ANPR now
The Association of National Park Rangers recently celebrated its 20th year. As a member, you
have access to many benefits. Included arc:

»

>•
•
>•
>•

Quarterly Ranger magazine with professional information & updates
Special ANPR promotional items to buy
A way to keep in touch with friends and colleagues in the ranger profession
Travel service
Health insurance for seasonal & permanent employees
Discounts on Rendezvous registration & ANPR-sponsored training courses

For more information about these programs, contact:
Doug VonFeldt, ANPR Business Manager
P.O. Box 108
Lamed, KS 67550-0108
Prospective members, see the membership form on the inside back cover of Ranger.
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In Search Q

n

N P S FAMILY

here are those who feel that the
NPS family is doing quite well,
especially considering that our
bread winner — the Agency — is overworked and lacks necessary resources to get
its work done (in the 90's, this is a small
problem). Others, perhaps a growing number, feel that the family is dysfunctional.
Like most families today, the NPS family
has two incomes (appropriations and grants).
Middle income families have trouble maintaining their older homes. The NPS family
was behind back in the '80s. Ninety's families drive newer and older model cars; the
NPS has everything from new Toyota
Tacoma pick-ups (from our second income
— the National Park Foundation), to very
old military surplus vehicles. None of the
above are signs of dysfunction, they are
methods of coping with change.
There are signs of dysfunction: complaints, grievances, stress and overwork.
These have been going on for years and it is
only recently that folks have been lamenting
dysfunction. Deb Liggett has written anumber of times in these pages about the NPS
family in a positive, healthy light. Each
time, I applauded and supported her feelings. But comments about dysfunction bother
me. So, let's take a look at the good and the
bad. You judge whether this adds up to
function/disfunction or simply the view of a
different generation.
Every generation defines itself and the
NPS has been no exception. Practices and
concepts of one generation don't apply or
don't make sense to another. The same can
be said of the NPS family, and this article.
Pride in the family is learned early in life.
It is unreasoned; a basic value. Functional
families build on this value throughout life
to develop other values and concepts. Dysfunctional families ignore this value and
emphasize unquestioned obedience from
power. Although the Park Service has tried
16

By Ken Mabery
El Malpais

various classes for new employees, such as
Orientation to NPS Operations, many employees have been missed. So, some of our
"babies" have little or no knowledge of our
family history. Public opinion polls constantly rank the NPS most popular among
Federal agencies, and we take pride in that
fact, but this does not touch us at a visceral,
unreasoned level. Individuals in the NPS
still try to build values based on our history
and some are in position to affect the extended family - many of Director Stanton's
inaugural statements and letters were clearly
in this vein.
A hallmark of families is stability. No
matter what happens to individual family
members, the family survives. Children
reared in a stable setting learn positive values such as responsibility, work ethic, trust
and love. Without stability, children require
more rules (regulations), closer parental
supervision, and tougher discipline. Does
this sound familiar? Especially operations
before the Reorganization? Bookshelves full
of mandatory guidelines (rules). Supervision based largely on rules and disciplinary
action (rewards and punishments). The Service has moved toward a more stable family
by throwing out many of the old guidelines.
Momentary instability of change should be
followed by more trust and fewer rules.

serve that healing was hastened by fellow
NPS employees. On the other hand, during
the reorganization many reported our family members grabbing for power, putting
personal advancement ahead of family values. In a time of confusion and change, this
isn't uncommon in organizations, but it's
disheartening and destructive in families.
Forgiveness goes with caring and support. Functional families forgive a lot, often
including serious errors. Families use forgiveness as a positive development tool. I
couldn't find anyone that could cite a parallel example in the NPS family, unless you
count forgiveness for political mistakes. The
Federal system of rewards and punishments
probably is our manifestation of forgiveness. Has there ever been a time in our
history that we have exercised forgiveness
in any other fashion?
Families also provide direction. For children, that direction might be help with school,
life decisions and career choices. For the
adults, career direction, use of time, money
and life direction. In functional families,
direction is part of the regular course of
living and interacting. In the Park Service,
much of this holds true, at least through the
early 90's. The Vail Agenda recharted our
family's direction. While it has largely been
forgotten, there is still some potential for
direction; ironically this will probably come
from a few charismatic people rather than a
sense of family. There still are feelings that
we watch out for each other but it is getting
harder to do so. The time available for such
family related directions as help with careers, has become a scarce commodity.

There is a difference between "family
life" and "family." Changes in family life
occur naturally overtime. The above values
Functional families are caring and sup- define family life function rather more than
portive. The Service has initiated any num- family values. With all of the changes in the
ber ofprograms (bureaucratic; not a family last three-four years, has the NPS moved
term) to display caring: family leave pro- closer to a "family" organization and social
gram, mentorning programs, W ASO' s "Fam- structure? Does our agency, have a sense of
ily Friendly Coordinator," Critical Incident family and does it use this in policy deciStress Management teams, and a worklife sions? Or has the agency become the faceissues handbook. An argument might be less bureaucracy that my generation feared?
made that these were mandated.Motivation
As hard as it may be to accept, we can
is less important than outcomes. Detecting have a healthy (or functional) National Park
their true effectiveness is tough. However, System without having a "family" to run that
these values are no more evident than when system. Families discard values and methwe suffer a loss. From devastating floods in ods of interacting that no longer work, reYosemite to employee deaths, many ob- gardless of how well they might work for
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circles of late has been the concept of the NPS as family. A
view held by some is that this is
outdated, inappropriate and no
longer applicable to the NPS
organization as it crosses the
threshold into the 21 st century.
I admit that I have always
been comfortable with the idea
— having grown up in the family, so to speak — and never
gave it much thought one way
or another until folks began to
question the validity of the
"family" in the context of the
Service's recent history.
Introspective, philosophical examinations of societal
manifestations applied to the
NPS tend to make my head hurt
so I avoid them, as do most of
This photo of the Supernaugh family was taken about 1991. us, I suspect. Never the less,
Pictured from the left are Victoria Supernaugh Human, Linda
Supernaugh, Anne Supernaugh (Bill's mother) and Bill several events here at Badlands
have caused me to speak out on
Supernaugh. Michelle Supernaugh is in front.
the issue.
The first event that triggered a response
was the double homicide involving two of
our employees over Memorial Day weekend. The letters, phone calls and general
By Bill Supernaugh
level of support we received was unparalBadlands National Park
leled in my experience. The critical incident
have been overwhelmed by the management team that responded to assist
Systemwide response generated by the park helped us all effectively deal with
our family's loss last summer. grief, speed the healing process, and handle
While I havn't had the opportunity to ac- the multitude of details associated with a
knowledge everyone's messages — elec- tragedy of this magnitude. In retrospect, my
tronic, telephonic and written — the many initial expectations from the team were not
notes touched a responsive chord that com- very high, but we would not have come
pelled me to put some thoughts down on through the ordeal nearly as well as we did
paper. Please consider this an open letter to without their assistance; of that I have no
the many friends who have shown concern doubts at all.
and compassion for us during this period of
The second event was the latitude afadjustment.
forded me by the Midwest Region manageA topic of conversation in many NPS ment team and my own staff during the

N P S as FAMILY:

One Family's Perspective

D

others. Today we have more latitude to
openly criticize, but we are floundering for
want of true change, a return to basic values,
and that unreasoned feeling of family life.
The NPS family life that I once knew - the
family that held potlucks because it wanted
to (rather than political grandstanding or
agency announcements); the family that was
held together by a sense of community and
commonality (rather than regulation and
RANGER: WINTER 1997-98

period of my wife Linda's illness; the onset
of which corresponded with the above mentioned events. I simply couldn't have continued to function in a management role
here and provide the necessary level of
home care without the wholehearted support of both offices. A computer for cc:Mail
and word processing, and a FTS phone
linked to our office system allowed me to
productively spend time out from under the
desk and still be available for the inevitable
meetings, signings and consultations thejob
brings with it.
With Linda's sudden and unanticipated
death, I felt as though I had been thrust into
the ring with both Mike Tyson and Evander
Holyfield while the referee took a coffee
break. The mind and spirit are amazingly
resilient though, and my healing process is
under way . . . thanks in large part to my
genetic family but as significantly to my
organizational family. The outpouring of
sincere professions of sorrow and shared
loss have meant a great deal to me and to my
daughters.
Reading the oft repeated, "If there's anything I can do, just call on me," and knowing
that these are not idle offerings (as tested by
the occasional request), validates the years
of friendship and the many contacts we
make as we progress through our careers.
Perhaps some employees are troubled by
a few of the unpopular manifestations of
family life that are observed and written
about often: paternalistic leadership models, failure to acknowledge the contributions of individual family members, poorly
established lines of communication, or levels of discipline out of scale with the infraction. The Service, individually or collectively, has indeed exhibited one or more of
these behaviors in its past. Unfortunately,
these traits may have overshadowed the
more traditional family values still important to us such as comfort and support in
time of crisis, flexibility and understanding
congressional actions); and the family that when considering the needs of coworkers,
knew the difference between resources and
and a willingness to take on part of the load
special issues — this family is an endanwhen
it is more than one person can struggle
gered species. I suspect that a very high
percentage of today's employees have never with. The ability to express and acknowlexperienced that family. More's the pity. • edge, love, compassion and soKen Mabery is the management assistant at Ellicitude are endearing (or enduring) qualities that the Service as
Malpais National Monument in New Mexico and
an outgoing member of the ANPR Board of family still provides. •
Directors. Special thanks to the more than 50
Bill Supernaugh is superintendent of
people who contributed thoughts to this article.
Badlands National Park.
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The Tax Relief Act of 1997
What it Means to You

w

hat is called the "Tax Relief
Act of 1997" might be better
termed "The Lawyers and Accountants Full Employment Act." Tax relief
it ain't. Neither is it simplification.
There are over 800 changes, the most
since 1986, which promise to add confusion, misinterpretation and frustration. Many
of you who have prepared your own tax
return in the past may be forced to have a
professional tax preparer do your taxes in
the future due to this simplification. The
good news is that most of the changes don't
begin until Jan. 1, 1998.
There are several sources for preparing
this article, including an article in Better

R O A D M A P for my heirs
ANPR has prepared this "Road Map" to assist
family or friends in handling the many details
required when a spouse or loved one dies.
The notebook contains personal information
(fill-in-the blank) forms about:
• who to notify and your desires about
final arrangements
• civil service, military & Social Security
benefit details
• insurance facts
• bank account, property, credit card,
TSP, investment & retirement account
numbers & information
• synopsis of life, obituary
& family history
• list of disposition of personal items
• anatomical gift wishes
• examples of durable power of attorney
for health care & finances
This Road Map is a must and makes for a
caring, loving gift for family and friends.

The book costs S10, plus S4 for shipping
and handling. U.S. currency only.
Make check payable to ANPR.
Send to: Frank Betts
4560 Larkbunting Drive, #7A
Fort Collins, CO 80526

IS

By Frank and Kathy Betts

Investing by Alexandra Armstrong, a
financial planner in Washington,
D.C.; the T. Rowe Price Mutual Fund
website (www.troweprice.com); and
an analysis of the act by a local tax
preparer in Fort Collins, Colo. In
writing this piece, my wife Kathy,
who is a former tax preparer, and I
have tried to simplify explanations of
these changes as much as possible,
but it's not easy.

Capital Gains
Long-term capital gains is one area
that will affect your 1997 tax reporting. In previous years, capital gains
were merely taxed at 28 percent.
There should be no capital gains taxes
at all in our estimation, but that's
another story. In 1997 if you have a
long- term capital gain after May 7,
73
O
1997, the rate is reduced to 20 percent. Unless, (and this the problem
0)
(D
with the new law, there are a lot of
hTAX TIME: ANPR members learn about the new tax law
unlesses, ifs and ors based on in- from Frank and Kathy Betts at a Rendezvous workshop.
come) the taxpayer is in the 15 percent bracket, then the capital gains tax drops (below) from the Armstrong article to see
to 10 percent. Simple, huh?
how the law has complicated a once very
Ll-

CD
CO

Take a look at the Capital Gains Chart

CAPITAL
GAINS

easy computation.

Minimum Holding Period
for Long-Term
Treatment

Maximum Tax Rate
for Investors Above
15% Tax Bracket

Maximum Tax Rate
for Investors In
15% Tax Bracket

Sales prior to 5/7/97

12 months

28 percent

15 percent

Sales from 5/7/97
through 7/28/97

12 months

20 percent

10 percent

Over 12 months
but less than 18 months

28 percent

15 percent

Sales after 7/28/97

18 months

20 percent

10 percent

Purchases after
12/31/00

5 years

18 percent

8 percent

Effective For:

Sales after 7/28/97
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Capital Gains on the Sale of a
Residence

on the money will be tax free. Regular income taxes must be paid on any taxable
earnings
that are rolled over into the Roth
Some good news for NPS employees who
IRA.
If
switched
in 1998, these payments
own their homes is the capital gains treatcan
be
spread
over
four years. If switched
ment on the sale of a residence. Forget about
the one-time $125,000 exclusion of a sale later than 1998 all the taxes due would be
on aresidence after age 55, etc. That's gone. paid that year.
Is this a viable option for you? AbsoAlso gone is the capital gain rollover from
the house you've sold to the more expensive lutely ! Particularly if you and/or your spouse
have a lot of years before retirement or you
house you buy.
Armstrong writes, "Under the new law, don't need it upon retirement and can leave
married taxpayers are entitled to exclude up the IRA invested for a long period. A Roth
to $500,000 of the gain on sale of their IRA would be our suggestion for any future
residence, provided that during the five-year IRA investments, also. The Roth has two
period that ends on the date of the sale, the other advantages:
I You can make annual contributions
property has been used and owned by the
for as long as you like, even after age
taxpayer as his or her principal residence for
70.
two years or more. The exclusion is limited
I You don't have to make withdrawals,
to $250,000 if the taxpayer is single, or
ever. The Roth can accumulate money
married filing separately."
This is effective May 7, 1997.
for heirs, which they will receive
income-tax free.

Roth IRA
How would you like to have an IRA that is
tax free on the interest earned when you
redeem it?
Beginning Jan. 1,1998, a new IRA called
a "Plus IRA" or a "Roth" IRA (named for
the congressman who wrote this part of the
bill) makes its debut. For taxpayers who are
married and file jointly, the contribution is
phased out with an adjusted gross income
(AGI) between $ 150,000 and $ 160,000. For
singles, the contribution is phased out between $95,000 and $110,000. This contribution to an IRA is non-deductible. In other
words you may not deduct the $2,000 contribution from the taxable income in the year
the money is contributed.
In addition "qualified distributions" can
be made from the account, tax free, if left in
the account at least five years. To be "qualified," at least one of the following conditions must be met:
I The money is withdrawn after age 59
I The withdrawal is made after the death
or disability of the taxpayer
I The money withdrawn is used by a
first-time home buyer to purchase a
primary residence. (Lifetime withdrawals are limited to $10,000).
A unique element of the Roth IRA is that
you can switch money from a regular IRA
into a Roth if your AGI for that year doesn't
exceed $100,000 (whether you're single or
married filing jointly). All future earnings
RANGER: WINTER 1997-98

normal income tax. There are certain exceptions to this penalty:
I disability or death;
I if the money is used to pay for certain
medical expenses;
I or used to purchase health insurance
for the unemployed.
Beginning in 1998 there are added exceptions:
I penalty-free withdrawals are allowed
for money used to pay "qualified"
higher education (including graduate
level courses) expenses, i.e. tuition
and textbooks, of the taxpayer, the
taxpayer's spouse, or a child or grandchild of the taxpayer;
I penalty-free IRA withdrawals are also
permitted for up to $10,000 of
first-time home buying expenses the
same way they are allowed for the new
Roth IRA.

T. Rowe Price has IRA Analyzer software Child Tax Credit
to help individuals make the right decisions.
The new tax law provides for a $400 tax
The cost of $9.95 includes shipping. Call credit for each qualifying child under the
(800) 332-6407.
age of 17 as of the end of the calendar year.
This credit will increase to $500 per child in
Deductible IRA
1999. This is a tax credit that is a direct
Active participants of qualified retirement offset against tax, as opposed to a deducplans (CSRS, FERS or any 401 (k) plan) still tion, which reduces the amount of income
must meet income levels used to determine subject to tax. Effective Jan. 1, 1998, this
the deductibility of contributions. Begin- credit has AGI limitations also.
ning in 1998 the phase-out levels will be
$30,000 (up from $25,000) for singles and Education Tax Incentives
$50,000 (up from $40,000) for married fil- Tapping your IRA or TSP Assets
ers. These levels will increase over the next
The new law offers more flexibility to
10 years to $50,000 to $60,000 for singles withdraw money from IRAs for college.
and $80,000 to $100,000 for married filing Starting in 1998, none of the money withjointly.
drawn from any IRA before age 59 is subject
to the 10-percent penalty on early withdrawals, if it is used to fund qualifying higher
In 1997 a non-working spouse could have education expenses. These expenses include
a $2,000 IRA increased from just $250 prior tuition at a post-secondary educational into Jan. 1, 1997. The deductibility is deter- stitution, as well as room and board, fees,
mined by the working spouse's AGI, if he or books, supplies and equipment required for
she is in a qualified retirement plan. In 1998 enrollment or attendance. Expenses for
if your spouse is in a defined contribution graduate level courses are also covered.
plan but you are not, you will now be able to Qualified higher education expenses can be
deduct your IRA contribution up to $2,000 incurred by the taxpayer, the taxpayer's
a year as long as your AGI is under $ 150,000. spouse, or any child or grandchild of the
taxpayer or his spouse. But the taxable portion of such withdrawals is subject to ordiPenalty-Free IRA Withdrawals
Under existing rules, withdrawals from nary income taxes.
IRAs prior to age 59 usually trigger a 10percent, early-distribution penalty and the

Spousal IRA
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Education IRAs
Beginning in 1998, Education IRAs can be
opened for any child under the age of 18 for
college expenses. The maximum amount for
each IRA is $500 per calendar year. Anyone
can establish and make annual contributions
of up to $500 for a child under age 18 (a
parent, grandparent, it doesn't matter who it
is) Distributions, including principal and
interest, can be made tax free. Limitations of
the contributors AGI apply.

HOPE Scholarship
This is a tax credit of up to $ 1,500 allowed
for the first $2,000 of college tuition and
fees paid annually during the first two years
of a student's college education. This includes tuition and fees paid on behalf of the
taxpayer, the taxpayer's spouse or a dependent as long as the student is attending at
least half-time. For the first two taxable
years, the HOPE Scholarship Credit is equal
to 100 percent of the first $1,000 of qualified tuition expenses and 50 percent of the
second $1,000. It is effective Jan. 1, 1998.
The credit is phased out for AGI between
$80,000 and $100,000 for joint filers and
between $40,000 and $50,000 for singles.

Lifetime Learning Credit
A tax credit of up to 20 percent of the first
$5,000 of tuition and fees can be claimed
each year for students who have already
completed two years of college. The credit
increases to 20 percent of the first $10,000
of tuition and fees paid after Dec. 31,2002.
It includes tuition paid for a taxpayer, spouse
or dependent and includes classes at an
eligible educational institution taken to acquire or improve job skills. AGI phaseouts
are the same as the HOPE Scholarship.
Limitation: For each qualifying student,
taxpayers must choose between tax-free
withdrawals from an Education IRA, the
HOPE Scholarship Credit or the Lifetime
Learning Credit. Only one education benefit
can be claimed for a student in any given
calendar year.

Education Loan Deductions
A new category of interest deductions is
created through the 1997 tax law. Interest of
up to $ 1,000 in 1998, $ 1,500 in 1999, $2,000
in 2000 and $2,500 in 2001 paid on qualified education loans is deductible. The de20

duction is allowed whether or not you itemize deductions.

The Professional Ranger

Gift Taxes

Protection

Remembering a Legend
Karl Theune, a fellow ranger and a true
friend, passed away on Oct. 24 following a
long and heroic battle with cancer. He had
been a ranger at Delaware Water Gap NRA
for 27 years and was a true legend for all of
us who had the pleasure of knowing him.
Estate Taxes
After
learning of his passing, I called back to
Under prior law, at death a person's taxthe
park
where I had worked for three terable estate, up to $600,000, could pass free
rific years and spoke to Art North, a ranger
of estate tax. The 1997 tax law increases this
who had worked with Theune for many
tax-free amount to $ 1 million in 2006 in the
years. Sensing the loss and the love in Art's
following manner:
voice as we laughed and reflected on
Theune's sense of humor, his incredible
Year of Gift
Applicable Exemption
attention for detail, and his love for life is
or Death
something I will never forget. He will be
1998
$625,000
1999
650,000
greatly missed.

At the present time taxpayers are entitled
to give up to $ 10,000 to an unlimited number of individuals annually. Beginning in
1999 this amount will be increased, indexed
for inflation in $1,000 increments.

2000-2001
2002-2003
2004
2005
2006

675,000
700,000
850,000
950,000
$1,000,000

Under the new law, with a properly drafted
will or living trust, a married couple in 2006
could theoretically shelter $2 million upon
their deaths. That's not too far fetched looking at what inflation will do to your gross
estate over time, coupled with the growth of
your investments.

Conclusion

WS3W&

The IRS has
yet to establish its
spin on the new tax bill. This article is
based solely on the act as it has been published in October 1997. We do not expect it
to be the final version so be aware that any
or all of the above may change by Jan. 1,
1998.
It's your responsibility to stay informed
and take advantage of the changes that meet
your needs, particularly the Roth IRA. Many
of you likely will need help completing your
tax returns in the future.
We recently read that H & R Block's
stock has increased 21 percent since July.
What does that tell you? •
Frank, an NPS retiree, and Kathy Betts, live in
Fort Collins, Colo., and Driggs, Idaho. They
welcome your comments about financial issues.
Contact them at frankbetts@aol.com.

Theune was only 46 and his illness was
completely unexpected. We reminded ourselves, having seven children between us,
all girls, to cherish life and cherish your
loved ones each and every day. And finally
"Theune Meister," take it easy on those up
there with you. They haven't worked at
Delaware Water Gap as long as you and will
probably bang up a boat or two on the rocks.
Officer Safety Concern
A police officer in Ohio was seriously injured while attempting to "slim jim" an
Acura Legend. While attempting to work on
the vehicle, he inadvertently activated and
deployed the side airbag causing the slim
jim to project upwards and into the Officer's
throat. If you are not sure if a vehicle you are
about to work on has a side airbag, contact
your state vehicle identification section or
consult a passenger VIN manual.
IAMI Seminar
I recently attended a training seminar in
Seattle, Wash., sponsored by the International Association of Marine Investigators
(IAMI). Working at a park with marine law
enforcement issues, I found the information
and the networking with other professions
to solve marine crimes invaluable. I realize
there are many professional organizations
seeking our individual and park membership, but if you are serious about marine law
enforcement issues, I highly recommend
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your involvement. I AMI is a class organization and can be reached at (978) 392-9292.
DARE and RAD
In the last issue of Ranger, you may have
read an excellent article by Kathy and Irving
Brock discussing a drug education program
known as Rangers Against Drugs or RAD as
it is commonly referred to. Although I have
been a DARE (Drug Abuse Resistance Education) officer for four years, I see how the
two programs have very similar goals.
There are major differences: one is there
are over 26,000 DARE officers in over 40
countries, compared to 20 rangers/educators trained in RAD. The other difference is
that in order to be a DARE officer, one must
be commissioned with at least two years of
law enforcement experience whereas in RAD
one needn't be commissioned.
Before writing this, I spoke to Kathy
about the program. She stated that RAD (an
eight-week program) was founded because
various managers didn't wish to commit a
commissioned DARE ranger for 17 weeks
into a classroom. She said the founders of
RAD were faced with either not doing anything to help the youth in and around Atlanta
or coming up with something similar to
DARE but a little different.
My point here is not to play one program
against another. I salute all personnel involved with RAD as well as all DARE
officers. My point is that there are various
options to managers, but I recommend managers do some serious homework before
making a choice as to which drug education
program they wish be be involved in. Whatever the choice, please do something, our
National Park Service staff is too valuable
not to share in America's classrooms.
I leave you with a poem that hangs in our
ranger station at Lake Roosevelt. ..
One Hundred Years from Now... It will
not matter what kind of car I drove, what
kind of house I lived in, how much was in my
bank account, or what my clothes looked
like, but the world may be a little better
because I was important in the life ofa child.
Think about it!
— Steve Clark
Lake Roosevelt

Resource Management
Implementation of Resources Careers is
moving forward, inexorably, even if slowly.
The final field review of position descriptions has been completed, and the implementing instructions have been written and
circulated for review as well. While most of
the initial work was done by resource management people, it's clear that we could
never have reached this stage without substantial leadership from the NPS human
resources community, who have been the
primary authors of the classification reports
and the implementing instructions. The entire package should be in the hands of the
Washington Office about the time you read
this, and we hope for final approval in the
spring of 1998.

tunate, and some influential people are trying to do something about it. Pacific West
Regional Director John Reynolds requested
that the committee prepare a white paper on
the funding dilemma and possible solutions,
and it was to have been presented to the NLC
in the fall.
Here are the estimated number of natural
and cultural resource professional positions
that will be affected by the initiative for the
NPS as a whole,and the costs:
• 481 positions converted to careerladder benchmark PDs
• 258 of these will be upgraded to
career ladders ending at GS-11 (some
will have to do time in grade at lower
grades first), at a cost of $1.52 million/
year
• 64 of these will take two or more
years to reach GS-11, at an additional
cost of $0.54 million/yr for their subsequent promotions
• 40 supervisory positions will be upgraded beyond GS-11 due to grade increases of their subordinate staff, at a
cost of $0.23 million/year
• $1.75 million total first year costs
• $2.29 million/year after the first year

Funding remains cloudy, however. As
you'll recall from earlier installments, the
NLC promised to seek funding in the FY99
budget. Then the initiative got lost in the
FY99 base increase request during the summer, meaning that most parks are not likely
to receive any targeted funding for implementation. While this IS bad news, the average cost per park per position upgrade (including benefits and locality pay) is approximately $5900, substantially less than it
was for Ranger Careers. While a few large
parks and centers have more than four or
five affected positions, the vast majority of
parks have only one or two. As unfortunate
as unfunded mandates are, if the choice is to
compensate ourpeople fairly orto not implement Resources Careers, then the Service
really has no defensible choice.

These numbers are based upon the
worksheets submitted by parks in January
1997. As the use of the GS-5, 6 and 7
technician and professional GS-12 PDs will
be based upon local need and is outside of
the career ladders, costs have not been developed for that aspect of the initiative.

Many people feel that the way that the
funding has been handled thus far is unfor-

— Bob Krumenaker
Shenandoah

We can help.
NPF awards grants to support the National Parks. In 1993, S2 million
in grants were awarded for:
• education and outreach
• visitor services and interpretation
• volunteer activities
• NPS employee programs
Grants are awarded twice a year. Deadlines are June 15 and
Oct. 15. For guidelines and grant applications, contact:
National Park Foundation •1101 17th St., NW, Suite 1102
Washington, D.C. 20036-4704 • (202) 785-4500

-jVational Var\Sm FOUNDATION—'
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ANPR

ACTIONS
"OPM is aware of this issue, but to our
knowledge has not acted to propose legislation. I am enclosing a copy of the letter
Shortly after the Oct. 29 oversight hearANPR wrote to OPM last year. ANPME
ings before Congress regarding accountsent a similar letter. Although the National
ability for costs of NPS construction and
Park Service sent similar comments in a
housing projects, ANPR President Deanne
response to OPM proposed regulations in
Adams was interviewed by the Federal
November 1996, it is my understanding that
Times. The article appeared in the Nov. 10,
the National Park Service has not pursued it
1997, issue entitled "Congress Curtails New Term Employees
Acting Assistant Secretary Don Barry further. The NPS position is that this is an
Park Housing" by Christy Harris. Some of
spoke at the last Ranger Rendezvous in Fort OPM issue and that OPM should pursue
the article and Adams' comments follow:
legislation.
"Congress will not give the National Park Myers, Fla. President Adams and some mem"When these hundreds of term appointService money to build new employee hous- bers from ANPR and ANPME had supper
ments expire next year, park managers must
with
Barry
and
were
able
to
talk
with
him
ing until it reduces its current inventory and
about the term employee issue. President determine if the work the employee is curcontrols construction costs.
Adams,
in response to his questions, sent the rently doing needs to continue on a perma"Lawmakers with power over Interior
following
letter to him, along with a note to nent basis. If the manager decides to conDepartment spending have become increasNPS
Director
Stanton enclosing a copy of tinue the work, then a new permanent posiingly frustrated by park service construction
tion must be announced and filled through
the
letter.
Here
is the letter to Barry:
projects, including employee housing, that
"Thank you for your keynote address at competition.
use top-of-the-line materials or that cost up
"We believe the trained and experienced
to three times as much as similar projects in this year's Ranger Rendezvous. Your perterm
employee should be able to compete
spective
as
a
career
employee
in
the
upper
nearby communities . . .
for that position with other federal employmanagement
of
the
Department
is
insightful
"Deanne Adams, president of the Assoees. Under existing law that is not possible.
ciation of National Park Rangers, said she is and enlightening. We appreciate you taking
The economic cost to the National Park
your
evening
time
to
have
dinner
with
some
concerned the negative publicity will give
Service could be significant, as agency manof
the
rangers
and
maintenance
employees.
Congress a bad impression of the park seragers must spend limited dollars on training
The
opportunity
to
talk
with
managers
in
the
vice that will affect funding decisions. Some
new personnel, while a knowledgeable perremote parks are too far from communities NPS and the department is one of the reason is dropped from employment with NPS.
with available housing, and, in some areas, sons field employees attend the RendezIt
makes no sense financially.
vous.
housing is not affordable, she said.
"In summary, the National Park Service
"You asked that I send you a follow-up
"Adams said rangers and other employhas made an investment in these employees
message
on
the
term
employee
issue,
to
give
ees agree the agency should do a better job
and some feel a commitment was made to
controlling construction costs when so much you an update on the feature article in Ranger
find a way to allow them to compete. We ask
magazine.
of the housing needs basic improvements.
your
assistance as the Acting Assistant Sec"The Association ofNational Park Rang"But she said she understands why manretary in finding a way to ensure that these
ers
and
the
Association
of
National
Park
agers may decide to use top-quality materilong-term employees are given the opportuals because they know how difficult it can be • Maintenance Employees (ANPME) advonity
to compete for the jobs they currently
to obtain money to repair deteriorating struc- cate authorization for current term employhold.
We appreciate your interest in field
tures. If housing is built to last, managers ees to compete for permanent positions unemployees
and your support in pursuing
won't have to ask for money as often or for der the internal Merit Promotion Plan. When
actions
on
their
behalf. I hope we will be
as much money to maintain the housing, she OPM changed the temporary employment
able
to
work
together
to find a solution on
regulations in 1994, allowing a window of
said.
this
issue."
LI
" 'We've lived in such modest housing opportunity to convert long-term seasonal
for so long, we would just be happy to have employees into term positions, many areas
a place that is enclosed that doesn't let in the in the NPS were left with the understanding
rates and bugs and keeps the water out,' that legislation would be pursued to eventuAdams said. 'We don't need some grand ally allow competition for permanent positions. Agencies subsequently converted hundesign.'
dreds of employees who now have one year
" 'Housing has been one of ourtop priorileft on their term appointments.
ties for years,' she said. 'Our concern re-

Media Coverage - Park Housing
Issue
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mains that there definitely is substandard
housing. There's a crying need to take care
of the housing we have.' "
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ANPR Reports
Business Manager
Greetings. My name is Doug VonFeldt and
I am your Association's new business manager. I am proud to be associated with ANPR
and look forward to providing business
management services to your Association. I
also look forward to meeting and working
with you and hope to see you at the next
Ranger Rendezvous.
Though I don't have a park management
background, I do have an affinity for, and a
basic appreciation of, our national parks.
Hopefully, through my work with you and
the Association I can increase my appreciation of the parks and the ranger profession.
My professional background is in business management. I have a degree in business administration with a major in account-

ing. I am a certified public accountant
(since 1982), and have 16 years of public
accounting and business management experience.
Since leaving public accounting in
1988,1 have been the director of business
affairs for the Kansas State University
Alumni Association (a non-profit membership organization with more than
30,000 members), and the director of
member accounting and tax services for
Kansas Farm Bureau (a non-profit membership organization with more than
100,000 members). Currently I serve as
the associate director and chief fiscal officer for the Educational Communications
Center at KSU. I am the past chairman of
the nonprofit and exempt organizations
committee of the Kansas Society of CPAs.
I am a lifelong resident of Kansas. I live

Ten Years Ago in Ranger

Banger, Winter 1987-88

Rendezvous XI in Great Gorge, N.J.,
was "fairly small, but also a pretty good
time." (similar to this past Rendezvous).
It was the Rendezvous where the fine
system originated to make up for a prohibition on having raffle sales. Rick Gale
( w a s the judge. It was also a year of transitions: President Jim Tuck found it necessary to resign from the position, and it
marked the change from Debbie Trout to
Debbie Gorman as business manager.
Ranger editor Bill Halainen wrote on the
"identity crisis" of ANPR, and the "confusion over the direction and goals" of the

I
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Association." He suggested a program
with two major goals: "restoration of the
spirit and camaraderie that were once so
prevalent in the Service, and provision of
services with direct benefit to our members." Good advice 10 years later.
Sen. Bill Bradley of New Jersey, in his
keynote address, said that if it is hard to
create more wilderness, through education we can "create more people who are
wilderness-minded." NPS Director Bill
Mott spoke at an informal session about
issues such as employee attitude, fire callout, field incident reports, law enforcement and interpretation. The All in the
Family section was full of transfers, with
Deb Liggett moving to Voyageurs from
Fort Jefferson; Karen Wade from Fort
McHenry to Guadalupe Mountains; Bruce
Craig from Mather Training Center to
NPCA; Dave Mihalic from Great Smokies
to Mammoth Cave; and Steve Hodapp
from Grand Canyon to Ranger Activities,
WASO.
Rendezvous workshops were held in
employee housing. KSA/'SF 171 preparation, ranger activities, interpretation, GIS
systems and position management (not
related to GIS). Members ended the week
with a costume party and dance. Who is
that in the toga and sword?
— Tony Sisto, Fort Vancouver

in Wamego and work in Manhattan (about
100 miles west of Kansas City). My wife,
Mary, and I have three children (ages 16,13,
and 9). I love the outdoors and like to fish,
hunt, hike and bike.
From what I have seen so far, ANPR is an
Association of members who care deeply
for both their profession and for the Association that helps to promote that profession. ANPR, much like many national parks,
faces numerous challenges in the years ahead.
With your support, suggestions and assistance, ANPR will be able to meet those
challenges and continue to promote the
ranger profession. I look forward to assisting ANPR and you in meeting the challenges of the future.
You may reach me by e-mail at
dvonfeldt@bigfoot.com, by telephone at
(785) 456-9074 (evenings), or by U.S. mail
at 2215 Cat Creek Drive, Wamego, KS
66547. The mailing address for membership-related matters is P.O. Box 108,
Larned, KS 67550-0108.

Advertising Task Group
7?a«ge/-magazine is seeking advertising from
quality companies to help offset the
publication's cost.
What products or services would you like
to know about? Please take a moment to
think ofjust one potential advertiser, and jot
the name, address/phone number on a note
to Mark Harvey, ANPR's advertising representative. This will help him build a database of prospective advertisers to contact.
His address is P.O. Box 187, El Portal,
CA 95318; home phone, (209) 379-2235.

The Harry Yount Award
FormerNPS Director George B. Hartzog
Jr., in "Battling for the National Parks,"
said, "Rangers are the cornerstone of every
park organization . . . Every superintendent
has used the phrase 'have the rangers do it'
thousands of times. A park would not be a
park without a ranger."
The call for nominees for the regional
Harry Yount awards will be made by the
NPS during the early part of 1998. All
rangers should be on the lookout for this
opportunity to nominate for this prestigious
award the ranger with whom they work or
have worked, who best represents to them
the epitome of "rangering." Q
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COME TO
TUCSON,
ARIZONA
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22nd Annual
Ranger Rendezvous
Heads to Southwest
in December
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SILHOUETTE: A windmill and saguaro frame the desert sky in Tucson, Ariz., site of the next Rendezvous

his year's Rendezvous promises
to be better and bigger than ever,
so make plans now tojoinANPR
members for the annual gathering.
It is scheduled for Dec. 8-12 at the Holiday Inn in downtown Tucson, Ariz. The
room rates are $65 (plus tax) a day and
guaranteed for five days before and five
days following the Rendezvous.
For reservations call (520) 624-8711 or
toll-free at (800) 448-8276.

T

Conference Program
Program coordinators Mike Caldwell of
Lowell NHS and Darlene Koontz of FLETC
already are working on the program and
hope to have a tentative schedule by the
spring. They welcomes your ideas and suggestions on the types of workshops, field
trips, guest speakers and other details you
want to see. Please contact Caldwell at (508)
459-1784orviae-mailatmcanpr@aol.com.
His address is 59 Pratt Ave., #1, Lowell,
MA 01851.
Field trips to the Arizona-Sonora Desert
Museum and Saguaro National Park are in
the works, as well as a pre-Rendezvous
shopping package. December should be a
good time to visit this part of the country.
24

If you've always wanted to check out the
Tucson area or get to an ANPR gathering,
here is your chance. Make your plans now to
reserve the second week in December for an
exciting getaway.

Arizona's Other Natural Wonder

other half hour brings you to Nogales,
Mexico.
Among the day trips within easy driving
distance are the Old West mining towns of
Tombstone, Bisbee, Douglas and Ajo; the
Arizona vineyards near Sonoita and
Patagonia; the Native American art collection of the Amerind Foundation; Kitt Peak
National Observatory, part of the Tohono
O'Odham Indian reservation; and the unusual rock formations of Chiricahua National Monument.

Tucson is a sophisticated city of 700,000
in southern Arizona that feels like a sleepy
desert town. It has plenty to offer outdoor
enthusiasts, history buffs, urban cowboys
and culture vultures alike.
Spread out over a 500-square-mile valley
surrounded by five mountain ranges, Tuc- Other Tucson Trivia
son boasts fresh air every day of the year. In •Tucson is the oldest continually inhabfact, its 350 days of sunshine a year is more ited settlement in the U.S. Part of the origithan any other city in the U.S., and visitors nal Spanish Presidio has been preserved and
can play outside year round. Average winter is available for public viewing.
temperature highs are 70 degrees.
Saguaro National Park has the world's • T h e Sonoran Desert is the only place in
largest concentration of towering saguaro the world where the giant saguaro cactus
cacti.
grows. It takes a saguaro cactus 50 years to
A symphony resides in Tucson, as well as produce its first arm.
opera, theater and ballet companies. Southwest cuisine and authentic Mexican food are •Mount Lemmon is the southernmost ski
among the city's many dining options.
area in the continental U.S. and is the only
In the artists' colony of Tubac, about half U.S. peak named for the first woman who
an hour away, masters of all kinds of crafts climbed it. Q
sell their unique, hand-wrought wares. AnRANGER: WINTER 1997-98
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Support ANPR! Buy special items with ANPR logo!
ITEM
Quill Pen with ANPR logo

COST

NUMBER

TOTAL

$18.00

NEW

ITEMS!

COST

Wilson Tour golf balls with ANPR logo
Single ball
Sleeve (3 balls)
Dozen

S2.50
S7.50
S30.00

Croakies (eyeglass holder) - F-orest Gr.
"National Path Service"
"Park Ranger"

S4.50
S4.50

T-shirts w/ large two-color ANPR logo
White - heavy 100% cotton
Circle size: M, L, XL, X
XL

S9.50
SI0.50

Rendezvous T-shirts from Ft. Myers
Six-color screenprint on forest green,
heavy 100% cotton:
Circle size: M. L, XL
XXL

$9,50
S10.50

QUANTITY

Bic metal point pen with ANPR logo
(gray or black, circle color)

$1.50

Insulated mug, large, black (20 oz.)

$6.00

Insulated mug, small, gray (12 oz.)

$4.50

ANPR Tattoo

$1.00

ANPR decal

$1.50

Plastic stadium cups

$1.00

ANPR coffee mug (ceramic)

$6.00

* Polo shirts -- SALE!!

$15.00

* Turtlenecks -- SALE!!

$10.00

Pewter key ring

$5.00

CA residents add 7.25% sales tax

Brass key ring

$5.00

Shipping & handling (see chart)

TOTAL

Subtotal

Large belt buckle, brass (3-inch)

$25.00

Large belt buckle, pewter (3-inch)

$25.00

Large totebag, cream & forest green

$15.00

Penlights (marbled gray only)

$12.50

Orders up to $10

S3.50

$20.00

$10.01 to $20
$20.01 to $50
$50.01 to $100
Ovet $100

$4.0 0
$5.( 0
$7.( 0

TOTAL (U.S. currency only)

1

Shipping & Handling

Small Swiss army knife w / 4 tools,
1'/--inch blade, (black, red or blue circle color)

Send order form and check —payable to ANPR—to Jeannine McElveen,
P.O. Box 500, Death Valley, CA 92328.

* For Shirts:
Polo — Circle color & size:
Forest Green (only S) Wine (S, M)

sio.r 0

Name
Gray (only M)
Address

Turtlenecks — Circle color & size:
Teal (M, XL)
Banana (S, L, XL)

Navy (L, XL)
Phone_
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Rendezvous Becomes Family Affair
For Moses Family of Utah
an
and
Diane
Moses
have been attending the annual
Ranger Rendezvous for many
years, even while
their children were
babies. In fact,
Kristi Moses, now
14, attended her
first Rendezvous in
1983 (in Las Vegas).
No babysitters MOSES FAMILY: The whole family gets into the act at ANPR's raffle at
the annual Rendezvous. From left is Kristi, Diane and Dan, with Leanna in
were available, so front. Thev live in Vernal, Utah.
Kristi went to all
the events, including the dance. Her par- aunt and grandparents, building something
ents put her in a travel crib under a table in in the sand, and swimming in the Atlantic.
the back of the room, and she slept peace- I like staying in the big fancy hotels, espefully though all the commotion.
cially since most ofthem overlook a beach,
In recent years, the entire Moses family ocean or some body of water.
The raffles — everybody's favorite —
has kept alive the tradition of attending the
the Rendezvous. During a Rendezvous to are my favorite Rendezvous event. I like to
the East Coast, their extended family has see the prizes people bring, and especially
when somebody really gets into it and
come to visit.
Dan, chief ranger at Dinosaur and a whey they win and come walking down the
former ANPR board member, and Diane aisle with 500-plus tickets hanging down.
The Rendezvous are fun get-togethers.
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service), handle
the Rendezvous raffle items. Their kids The people are nice and so are the places
help hand out items and even pull tickets. the Rendezvous are held. We all like goKristi, now a 9th grader, and Leanna, ing; we look forward to it every year.
11 and a 6th grader, miss a week of school
but bring along their homework. When By Leanna Moses
their studies are done each day, they enjoy
I love Rendezvous because I like going
swimming and other activities. At Fort to different places and staying in nice
Myers, Fla., during the last Rendezvous, hotels. I like meeting people. This year I
the girls wrote about their memories.
have made many friends and have met so
many new peple. Last year in Texas I met
a new friend named Dylan. I was hoping to
By Kristi Moses
A lot of memories come from Ranger see him again this year but he wasn't here.
Rendezvous — from Myrtle Beach, Va., Oh well, I have met more new friends.
to recent ones. Some of those memories
This year I just started drawing raffle
are of roaming around the registration tickets. I like it because I get people telling
room with raffle tickets here and there, me "good job," and everyone knows me
and, of course, my mom a part of the scene. and they tell me to pull their tickets.
I also remember my dad at a meeting,
I also like making things for the raffle
workshop or other event. Or, I remember and seeing other things people have made
walking along a beach with my cousins, and donated. Q

D
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All in the Family

P

lease send news about you and your family.
All submissions must be typed or printed and
should include the author's return address
and phone number.
Send via e-mail to fordedit@aol.com or write
to Teresa Ford, Editor, 26 S. Mt. Vernon Club
Road, Golden, CO 80401. Changes of address should
be sent separately to the ANPR Business Manager,
P.O. Box 108, Larned, KS 67550-0108.

Ray Benjamin (SACN 79, FOVA 83,
NOCA 87-88, BOST 89-93, BUFF 93-97)
now is a park ranger in the North Unit at
Bighorn Canyon NRA. He was a park ranger
in the Lower Buffalo District at Buffalo
National River. Address/phone: P.O. Box
7482, Fort Smith, MT 59035; (406) 6669168.
Brad Bennett (GRCA 91-93, 95-present)
and his wife, Em, are the parents of twin
boys, Elliot and Logan, born Thanksgiving
Day, (Nov. 27,1997) in Flagstaff, Ariz. The
brothers join big sister, Camille. Brad is an
interpretive park ranger at Grand Canyon.
New address: P.O. Box 1779, Grand Canyon, AZ 86023; (520) 638-3363.
Mike, Debbie and Ryan Caldwell have
announced the arrival of a new baby girl.
Michaela Frances, who weighed 8 pounds, 6
1/2 ounces, and was 20 inches long, was
born Sept. 6,1997. Her big brother is 2 years
old. The family resides in Lowell, Mass.,
where Mike Caldwell works at Lowell NHS.
Sharon Clark (YOSE 74-77, PORE 78-80,
PINN 80-82, LAVO 82-83, WHIS 83-86,
GRCA 86-87, LAVO 87-91, CHIR 91-92,
SAGU 92-93, CHIR 93-95, YOSE 95present) now is program manager for the
Office of Special Park Uses at Yosemite.
Previously she was confidential assistant in
the superintendent's office. Address/phone:
P.O. Box 115, El Portal, CA 95318; home,
(209) 379-2509; work, (209) 379-1961.
Marty O'Toole (GATE 90, STLI 90-91,
MASI 91-93, PEVI 93-97) is a supervisory
park ranger at Gateway NRA - Fort
Wadsworth, one of the NPS's most recent
additions. Previously he was lead park ranger
at Perry's Victory and International Peace
Memorial. Fort Wadsworth has many simiRANGER: WINTER 1997-98
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laxities to the Presidio, having defended
New York Harbor for almost 200 years.
Address: 458-2 U.S.S. New Mexico Court,
P.O. Box 050144, Staten Island, NY 10305.
M. Eugene Phillips (BIBE 66-67, HATC
trainee 67, LAME 67-71, CUIS 71-73,
GRSM 73-81, NATR 81-90, GUIS 90-97)
retired in January 1997 to stay in the Gulf
Breeze area. Address/phone: 3877 Bay Wind
Drive, Gulf Breeze, FL 32561; (850) 9340814; meugenephillips@pen.net.
Ralph Satterberg (GRSM 86, GREE 87,
EVER 88-90, PNWR 90-94, VICK 94-97)
is the intelligence coordinator for the Eastern Area Interagency Coordination Center
in Milwaukee, Wis. Previously he was a
park ranger at the U.S.S. Cairo Gunboat and
Museum in Vicksburg, Miss.
Doug Scovill (MEVE 62, GRQU 62-66,
SWAC 69-70, WACC 71-74, WASOANTH 74-95, MOJA 95-present) and his
wife, Gene, became grandparents twice last
July. Their daughter, Gretchen, and husband Jim, welcomed Jacob Patrick Scovill
McGill. Their son, Tom, and wife Lisa,
welcomed Carter Maxwell Scovill. Doug
is chief of resource management at Mojave
National Preserve. Gene is active as a park
volunteer and a member of the board of
directors of the Employees and Alumni Association of the National Park Service. She
is the first park wife and first person from a
western U.S. park to serve on the board.
Address/phone: 2190 Cameo Ave., Barstow,
CA 92311; (760) 252-5331.

OTHER RENDEZVOUS HAPPENINGS & TRIVIA
What Ranger Rendezvous would be
complete without many other happenings?
Included during the 21st annual Rendezvous were:
• A grudge volleyball match against
members of the Association of National Park Maintenance Employees.
•

A Caribbean style buffet served pool
side.

•

A fun/slug run for both serious runners
and slugs.

•

A 7 a.m. newcomers breakfast for firsttime attendees.

>- Long-distance travelers: Alaskans Jim
and Shirley Hannah (Wrangell-St.
Elias), Mary Furney (Chugach National Forest), Bill Pierce (Katmai)
and Lisa Eckert (Denali).
•

A tour of Thomas Edison's winter
home, down the street from the hotel.
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QUESTIONS: ANPR member Katherine
Collier-Brock of Kennesaw Mountain National
Battlefield Park directs a question to NPS
Director Bob Stanton during a Rendezvous
session.

IF YOU LOVE

NATIONAL
PARKS
YOU MUST GET
THIS CATALOG
Call now for your FREE copy of
The Parks Company Catalog!

Allen Vaira (YELL 78-79, DENA 88-89)
is a permanent immigration inspector in
Sweetgrass, Mont. He has served as a seasonal supervisory law enforcement park
ranger in the East District at Denali. Currently he is at FLETC (IOBTC #291) through
January 1998. He plans to resume his seasonal NPS career after retiring from the INS
in 10-20 years. •

We feature the finest collection of National
Parks themed merchandise ever created..
We proudly donate part of our profits back
to the parks through our partnership with
the National Park Foundation. Celebrate
America's National Parks with our custom
designed, privately manufactured apparel,
limited edition art, vintage collectibles
and quality gifts.

10% Discount to ANPR Members!*
Share your news!
Use form on
inside back cover.
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CALL TOLL FREE 1-888-PARKSCO
The Parks Company • P.O. Box 284-GN2 • Marylhurst, OREGON 97036
' Mention seeing this ad when placing order

www.theparksco.com
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Thank You to Exhibitors for
Supporting Ranger Rendezvous
American Express Telecom - Phone
cards
Asphalt Zipper - Asphalt milling and
pulverizing
Burgess and Associates - Emergency
training and equipment
Caterpillar Inc. - Heavy construction
and maintenance equipment
CK Systems
First Witness Video - Surveillance
cameras and security monitoring
equipment

1997 SUPER RAFFLE WINNERS!
The 1997 ANPR Super Raffle was held
Oct. 18,1997, at the Sheraton Harbor Place
Hotel in Fort Myers, Fla. There were 2,458
tickets entered into Super Raffle for which
we received donations. This was a decrease
of 950 tickets from 1996 when we received
3,408 tickets with donations. In 1997, there
also were 163 incentive tickets entered for a
total of 2,621 tickets entered. That meant
the odds of being a winner in 1997 were 262
to 1.
The winners were:
Russell Clay Harvey of Topeka, Kan. —
1st Prize ($5,000 "roll-your-own" trip or
$2,500 in cash)

International Market Link - Sound
Cannon PA system and emergency
equipment

Bob Bole of Cody, Wyo. — 2nd Prize
($2,000 "roll-your-own" trip or $1,000 in
cash)

John Deere - Heavy construction and
maintenance equipment

Leanne Apple of Lake Powell, Utah —
3rd Prize ($750 gift certificate for outdoor
equipment)

National Park Foundation - Promote
and protect national parks
PMI (Petzel Distribution Inc.) - Climbing
gear and emergency equipment

D. Bartos of Tucson, Ariz. — 4th Prize
($500 gift certificate for outdoor equipment)

R and R Uniforms Inc. - National Park
Service uniforms

Vincent M. Kordack of East Brookfield,
Mass. — 5th Prize ($250 gift certificate for
outdoor equipment)

UNICOR - Federal Prison Industries
- Graphics, safety gear, ballistic vest and
more

Stephen Zabriskie of Milford, Pa. — 6th
Prize (ANPR individual one-year membership or cash equivalent)

VenTek International - Automatic fee
collection equipment

R. Mitchell of Kings Canyon National
Park, Calif. — 7th Prize (ANPR individual
one-year membership or cash equivalent)

Whelen Engineering - Emergency
Signal Lights and Sirens
Windsor Barrel Works

Sharon Cohon of Alexandria, Va. — 8th
Prize (ANPR individual one-year membership or cash equivalent)

ROMTEC Inc. - Odor-free restrooms

IPkYoy
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Dan Jenner of Valley Forge, Pa. — 9th
Prize (ANPR individual one-year membership or cash equivalent)
Kevin O'Brien of Gladwyne, Pa. — 10th
prize (ANPR individual one-year membership or cash equivalent)

Winners have until Oct. 18, 1998, to
claim their prizes or they will be forfeited. If
you haven't received your notification letter or spoken with Scot McElveen concerning your prize selection, please do so by
calling (760) 786-2528.
During the 1997 Super Raffle we received a few complaints from members who
didn't wish to be sent raffle tickets or didn't
wish to return unsold tickets. In the past our
computer database hasn't been sophisticated enough to delete members that didn't
want to receive Super Raffle tickets. We are
attempting to upgrade our computer systems and hope to provide this service to
members in the future. The instructional
letter mailed with the 1997 raffle tickets
didn't request that unsold tickets be returned and we won't be requesting the return of unsold tickets in 1998 either, so save
your postage!
Any comments on improving Super
Raffle's fund-raising ability are gladly welcomed.
Congratulations to this year's winners!
— Scot McElveen
Death Valley

Original Founding Group
Expands by One Ranger
When several friends met at Jackson Hole,
Wyo., in 1977, they conceived the idea of an
organization ultimately named the Association of National Park Rangers. The people at
that first Rendezvous — 32 permanent park
rangers — became the charter members of
ANPR.
Also at that Rendezvous was one seasonal park ranger, who wasn't included in
the discussions and debates.
To correct this oversight, several charter
members agreed to poll the remaining first
members to see if they concurred with "rewriting history" and granting charter membership to the seasonal.
Only one negative vote was received, so
at its June 1997 meeting the ANPR Board of
Directors voted to officially recognize former
seasonal park ranger J.D. Swed as the 33rd
founding member of ANPR.
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MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION — Association of National Park Rangers
• Renewal

or

Q New Membership

Park Code .

Date .

Name(s)

Office phone

Address

Home phone

City

State

Dues are based on annual income. Please use current income level to determine your payment.
Type of M e m b e r s h i p
(check one)

individual
One year Two years

Retired?

Important Notice
In order for ANPR to be an effective,
member-oriented organization, we need
to be able to provide park and regional
representatives with lists of members in
their areas. It is, therefore, vital that you
enter the park and field area four-letter
codes before submitting your application.

Home e-mail address

. Zip+4 .

•

Region

joint
One year Two years

Administrative Use
Active (all NPS employees and retirees)
Seasonal

• S25

• S45

• $40

• $75

Under $25,000 annual salary
(GS-5 or equivalent)

• $35

Q $65

• $50

• $95

$25,000 - $34,999
(GS-7/9 or equivalent)

• $45

• $85

• $60

• SI 15

$35,000-564,999
(GS-ll/14or equivalent)

• $60

Q$115

• $75

• $145

$65,000+
(GS-15 and above)

LJ$75

• S145

• $90

• $175

Date
Rec'd $

Check #

By

•

Associate Members (other than NPS employees)
Associate
Student
Corporate
Supporting

A N P R may publish a m e m b e r s h i p directory,
for distribution to m e m b e r s . May we publish

•
•
•
•

$45
$25
$ 500
$1,000

• $85
• $45

• $60
• $40

QS115
• $75

your:
e-mail address?

Q yes

• no

h o m e address?

• yes

• no

home or office p h o n e ? Q yes
Life Members (May he made in three equal payments over three years)
Active
•$750
Associate
• $750
Library/Subscription Rate

• $1,000
• $1,000

(two copies of each issue of Ranger sent quarterly)

To help even more, 1 am enclosing an extra contribution • $10

• $25

• T o assist the A N P R board in planning Association actions, please provide the following information.

• $ 100

• $50

Q $100

•Other

Return membership form and check payable to ANPR to:
Association of National Park Rangers, P.O. Box 108, Larned, KS 67550-0108
Membership

dues are not deductible

as a charitable

D o you live in park housing?
N u m b e r of years as a N P S employee
G S / W G level (This will not be listed in a
m e m b e r s h i p directory)
Y o u r job/discipline area (interpreter, concession specialist, resource manager, etc.)

expense.

Share your news with others!
Ranger will publish your job or family
news in the All in the Family section.

Send news to:
Teresa Ford, Editor
26 S. ML Vernon Club Road
Golden, CO 80401

Name
Past Parks — Use four-letter acronym/years at each park, field area, cluster ( Y E L L 88-90, G R C A 9 1 - 9 4 ) .

New Position (title and area)

Old Position (title and area)

A d d r e s s / p h o n e n u m b e r (optional — provide if you want it listed in

Other

information
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Directory of ANPR Board Members, Task Group Leaders & Staff
Board of Directors
President
Deanne Adams, Columbia Cascades SO
3009 13th Ave. West, Seattle, WA 98119
home & fax • (206) 285-8342 • anpradams@aol.com

Southeast Regional Rep
Darlene Koontz, FLETC
1192 Sea Palms W. Dr.. St. Simons Island, GA 31522
(912) 634-9424 • twoislanders@technonet.com

Vice President, Professional Issues
Ken Mabery, El Malpais
1749 Blue Spruce, Grants, NM 87020
(505) 287-4538 • maberyken@aol.com

Midwest Regional Rep
Guy Whitmcr, Indiana Dunes
1031 W. Beam, Porter, IN 46304
(219) 929-1825

Vice President. Communication/Representation
Bill Halainen, Delaware Water Gap
4032 Conashaugh Lakes, Milford, PA 18337
(717)686-3828 • bhalainen@pikeonline.net

Rocky Mountain Regional Rep
Gary Moses, Glacier
Box 331, West Glacier, MT 59936
(406)888-5210

Secretary
Heather Whitman. Amistad
P.O. Box 421052, Del Rio, TX 78842-1052
(830) 774-4721 • hhvhitman@aol.com

Southwest Regional Rep
Judy Chetwin, Southwest SO
29 Valencia Loop, Santa Fe, NM 87505
(505) 466-3854 •jchetwin@juno.com

Treasurer
Sarah Craighead. Mesa Verde
P.O. Box 4, Mesa Verde, CO 81330
(970) 882-2376 • craigshirc@aol.com

Western Region
Meg Weesner, Saguaro
9352 E. Trail Ridge Place, Tucson, AZ 85710
(520)290-1723

Immediate Past President
Rick Gale, WASO
3153 E. Anchorway Court, Falls Church, VA 22042
(703) 560-3493 • rtgale@aol.com

Pacific Northwest Regional Rep
Kathy Jope, Columbia Cascades SO
15375 NE Sandy Hook Road, Poulsbo, WA 98370-7823
(360) 697-2192 • kjope@siiverlink.net

North Atlantic Regional Rep
Mike Caldwell, LOWE
59 Pratt Ave., #1, Lowell, MA 01851
(508) 459-1784 • mcanpr@aol.com

Alaska Regional Rep
Lisa Eckert, Denali
P.O. Box 102, Denali National Park, AK 99755
(907)683-2915 • 103214.237@compuserve.com

Mid-Atlantic Regional Rep
Barry Sullivan. Delaware Water Gap
11 Walpack, Flatbrookville Road, Rt. 615
Layton, NJ 07851
(201) 948-6209 • sullivanbt@aol.com

Budget and Finance
Charles Andrews
212 Albert Dr, San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
(805) 544-4397 • andrewsct@aol.com

Notional Capital Regional Rep
Gary Pollock, George Washington Parkway
7708 Random Run L.n., #103, Falls Church, VA 22042
(703) 280-0904 • gpollock@aol.com

Task Group Leaders

Work Life
Sheila Cooke-Kayser. Boston NHP
4 Pickering Court, Danvers, MA 01923
(508) 777-9237
Dixon Freeland, Shenandoah
(804)985-7771

Association of National Park Rangers
P.O. Box 307
Gansevoort, NY 12831

Employee Development
vacant
International

Affairs

Rick Smith. Retired
2 Roadrunner Trail, Placitas, NM 87043
(505) •rsmith@aol.com
Mentoring
Bob Cherry, Blue Ridge
301 Perkins St., Boone, N.C. 28607
(704) 265-2827 • cherryleigh@boonc.net
Elections
vacant
Promotional Items
Jeannine McElveen, Death Valley
P.O. Box 500, Death Valley, CA 92328
(760) 786-2528 •jmc004@aol.com
Ranger Magazine
Tony Sisto, Fort Vancouver
2106 E. 6th St., #3, Vancouver, WA 98661
(360) 699-9307 • anprsisto@aol.com
Rendezvous
Bill Wade, Retired
5625 N. Wilmot Road, Tucson, AZ 85750
(520) 615-9417; fax (520) 615-9474 •jwbillwade@aol.com
Retirement
Frank Betls, Retired
4560 Larkbunting Drive, #7A, Fort Collins, CO 80526
(970) 226-0765 • frankbetts@aol.com
Seasonal /Temporary Interests
vacant

Staff
Editor, Ranger
Teresa Ford
26 S. Mt. Vernon Club Road, Golden, CO 80401
Office & Fax • (303) 526-1380 • fordedit@aol.com
Business Manager
DougVonFeldt
P.O. Box 108, Larned, KS 67550-0108
(785) 456-9074 • dvonfeldt@bigfoot.com
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